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Abstract: A new measurement of the reactor antineutrino flux and energy spectrum by the Daya Bay reactor
neutrino experiment is reported. The antineutrinos were generated by six 2.9 GWth nuclear reactors and detected
by eight antineutrino detectors deployed in two near (560 m and 600 m flux-weighted baselines) and one far (1640 m
flux-weighted baseline) underground experimental halls. With 621 days of data, more than 1.2 million inverse beta
decay (IBD) candidates were detected. The IBD yield in the eight detectors was measured, and the ratio of measured
to predicted flux was found to be 0.946±0.020 (0.992±0.021) for the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model. A 2.9 σ
deviation was found in the measured IBD positron energy spectrum compared to the predictions. In particular, an
excess of events in the region of 4-6 MeV was found in the measured spectrum, with a local significance of 4.4 σ. A
reactor antineutrino spectrum weighted by the IBD cross section is extracted for model-independent predictions.
Key words: antineutrino flux, energy spectrum, reactor, Daya Bay
PACS: 14.60.Pq, 29.40.Mc, 28.50.Hw, 13.15.+g
1 Introduction
Since the discovery of the neutrino in 1956 at the
Savannah River reactor power plant by Cowan, Reines
and collaborators [1], reactor antineutrinos have played
a crucial role in the development of the standard model
of particle physics [2], and in the exploration of neu-
trino oscillation. Near the beginning of this century,
the CHOOZ and Palo Verde experiments attempted to
measure the neutrino mixing angle θ13 using reactor an-
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tineutrinos at ∼1 km baselines and obtained upper lim-
its [3–5]. In 2003, the KamLAND experiment observed
terrestrial neutrino oscillations with a flux-average base-
line of 180 km [6], confirming the large mixing angle
(LMA) solution to the solar neutrino problem. In 2012,
the Daya Bay experiment reported the first observation
of a non-zero θ13 [7] with more than 5 σ significance,
consistent with the results from T2K [8], MINOS [9],
Double CHOOZ [10] and RENO [11] experiments. The
discovery of a non-zero θ13 opened the way to deter-
mining the neutrino mass hierarchy and searching for
CP violation in neutrino oscillation experiments. In the
future, reactor neutrino experiments at ∼km baselines
will continue to improve the precision of θ13 measure-
ments, while reactor neutrino experiments at baselines
of ∼50 km [12, 13] are aiming to determine the neu-
trino mass hierarchy and precisely measure the neutrino
mixing angle θ12 and the mass-squared splittings ∆m
2
21
and ∆m232. In addition, reactor neutrino experiments
at baselines of ∼10 m will probe physics beyond the
three-neutrino framework through the search for short-
baseline neutrino oscillation [14–17]. A recent review of
reactor neutrino oscillation experiments can be found in
Ref. [18].
Reactors are a pure source of electron antineutrinos,
ν¯e. Inside a reactor core, fission processes are maintained
by neutrons produced through the fission of 235U nuclei.
A portion of the neutrons are captured by 238U nuclei
and subsequent beta decays and neutron captures lead
to the production of fissile isotopes 239Pu and 241Pu. The
beta-decay chains of the fission products of these four
isotopes are the main source of ν¯e. On average, about
six antineutrinos are released per fission. Before 2011,
the prediction of antineutrino flux and spectrum was
based on the beta spectra measured at ILL Grenoble
for the thermal-neutron induced fission of 235U, 239Pu,
and 241Pu [19–21] and the theoretical calculation of Vo-
gel for 238U [22], which was shown to be in good agree-
ment with available data [23]. In 2011, re-evaluation of
the reactor antineutrino flux and spectrum [24, 25] with
improved theoretical treatments was carried out, and
the new predicted reactor antineutrino flux was shown
to be higher than the experimental data. This discrep-
ancy is commonly referred to as the “Reactor Antineu-
trino Anomaly” [26]. One possible explanation of the
reactor antineutrino anomaly is through neutrino oscil-
lation with a frequency corresponding to a mass squared
difference at the eV-scale, by introducing at least one
additional sterile neutrino. Meanwhile, it was pointed
out in Ref. [27] that the uncertainty due to the spectral
shape of numerous first forbidden beta decays may be
larger, which could largely reduce the significance of the
anomaly. In addition to the anomaly of the integrated
reactor antineutrino flux, recent results from the current
generation of θ13 experiments have also highlighted the
presence of a spectral anomaly consisting of an excess of
detected events with respect to predictions in the region
of 4-6 MeV of the reconstructed prompt energy [28–30].
This feature is unlikely to be the result of active-sterile
neutrino oscillations, and raises further questions on the
accuracy of some existing reactor antineutrino flux and
spectrum predictions.
To shed light on these issues and probe the nu-
clear physics underlying current reactor antineutrino flux
models, it is crucial to compare model predictions with
precision measurements of reactor antineutrino flux and
spectrum. While the modeling of the reactor antineu-
trino spectrum is less critical for oscillation experiments
employing relative measurements between multiple de-
tectors, an accurate determination of the reactor an-
tineutrino spectrum is critical to realize the full potential
of the next-generation single-detector medium-baseline
reactor antineutrino oscillation experiments [31].
This article will present Daya Bay’s reactor antineu-
trino flux and spectral analyses utilizing the dataset from
its most recent spectral oscillation analysis [32]. The
dataset is comprised of more than 1.2 million antineu-
trino candidates collected in eight antineutrino detec-
tors (ADs) in two near experimental halls (with flux-
weighted baselines of 560 m and 600 m) and one far hall
(flux-weighted baseline 1640 m), providing a factor of
3.6 times more statistics over the results presented in
Ref. [29]. This paper also aims to provide detailed de-
scription of key inputs to these analyses not described
in previous Daya Bay publications, such as the method
of predicting the flux and spectrum from each Daya Bay
core, as well as the method of determining the IBD de-
tection efficiencies of the Daya Bay ADs. Finally, a more
detailed description will be provided regarding how the
flux and spectrum analyses were carried out, and how
the observed prompt spectra are unfolded into a reactor
antineutrino spectrum, which is a useful input for future
reactor antineutrino experiments.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 summa-
rizes in detail the treatment of the reactor antineutrino
flux and spectrum prediction in Daya Bay’s neutrino os-
cillation analysis with the full eight-detector configura-
tion [32]. Sec. 3 overviews the standard IBD selections
used by Daya Bay, while Sec. 4 provides an in-depth
explanation of the analysis performed to determine the
detection efficiency of the Daya Bay detectors. The up-
dated measurements of the reactor antineutrino flux and
the positron prompt energy spectrum are presented in
detail in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6. Based on the measured
prompt energy spectrum, an extracted reactor antineu-
trino spectrum weighted by the IBD cross section is pre-
sented in Sec. 7. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. 8.
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2 Flux Prediction
2.1 Reactor Description
The Daya Bay nuclear power complex is situated at
Daya Bay in southern China, approximately 55 kilome-
ters northeast of Hong Kong. As shown in Fig. 1, the
nuclear power complex consists of three nuclear power
plants (NPPs): the Daya Bay NPP, the Ling Ao NPP,
and the Ling Ao II NPP. Each of them has a pair of reac-
tor cores generating 2.9 GW thermal power each, during
normal operation. The distance between the two cores in
each NPP is about 88 m. The Ling Ao II cores reached
full power in July 2011 while the other cores were run-
ning in commercial operation. The uncertainty of the
baseline measurement is estimated to be 18 mm. Details
of the baseline measurement are described in [33].
AD6
AD4
AD5
AD3
AD1
AD2
D2 D1
L1
L2
L3
L4
Daya Bay NPP
EH2
EH3
LS Hall
EH1
Ling Ao NPP
AD7
Ling Ao-II NPP
AD8
200m
Fig. 1. Layout of the full configuration of the Daya
Bay experiment with eight antineutrino detectors
(ADs) installed in three underground experimen-
tal halls (EHs). The dots represent reactor cores,
labeled as D1, D2, L1, L2, L3 and L4.
The Daya Bay and Ling Ao NPPs use the French
Framatome Advanced Nuclear Power 990 MWe (electric
power) three cooling loop design, and Ling Ao II NPP
uses an updated Chinese version (CPR 1000) of 1080-
MWe. Each cooling system consists of a primary loop
and a secondary loop connected with a steam genera-
tor. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of one cooling
system. Inside each reactor core, 157 fuel elements are
bonded to socket plates in the water-filled reactor pres-
sure vessel. The water absorbs the heat generated by
fissions in the fuel and then circulates through inverted
U-shape tubes of the steam generators, which are im-
mersed in water of the secondary loops. The heat is
then transferred to the water in the secondary loop and
the water is vaporized into saturated steam, which flows
to the turbine-alternator unit. The cooled water in the
primary loop is then pumped back to the vessel and goes
to the next cycle. The water is slightly doped with boric
acid, which acts as the thermal neutron absorber. Boron
concentration, controlled by the NPPs, decreases dur-
ing the refueling cycle to compensate for the power loss
caused by the depletion of fuel, helping to keep the total
power of the reactor stable at a nominal level.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the reactor cooling
system. At Daya Bay, each reactor core is con-
nected with 3 cooling systems in parallel.
2.2 Reactor Power Measurements and Monitor-
ing Systems
Three different systems, RPN (Nuclear Instrumen-
tation System) [34], KME (Test Instrumentation Sys-
tem) [35] [36], and KIT/KDO (Centralized Data Pro-
cessing System/Test Data Acquisition System) [34, 36],
were deployed to monitor the power of the reactor cores
in Daya Bay. Table 1 is a summary of the three power
monitoring systems.
Table 1. Power monitoring systems in Daya Bay.
‘FP’ stands for ‘Full Power’
System Frequency Uncertainty
KME Weekly/Monthly < 0.5%
KIT/KDO Online |PKIT −PKME |< 0.1%FP
RPN Online |PRPN −PKME |< 1.5%FP
The RPN system is used for reactor monitoring and
protection by measuring the neutron flux with four neu-
tron detectors placed around the reactor core. The re-
actor power is supposed to be proportional to the neu-
tron flux. However, as the nuclear fuel burns, the power
as measured by RPN gradually differs by an increasing
amount from the actual power due to the change of the
isotope content in the core. To guarantee accuracy, the
RPN system’s measured powers are compared with the
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more accurate KIT/KDO system every day. Once the
difference exceeds 1.5% of full power, the RPN system is
re-calibrated.
The KME and KIT/KDO systems are based on the
heat balance method. The KME is the secondary loop
power measurement system, and has the best accuracy
among all three systems. This system measures the pa-
rameters such as water flow rate, temperature and pres-
sure in the secondary loop, and calculates the enthalpy
increase when the water passes through the steam gener-
ator. Other heat sources such as pumps in the secondary
loop are also considered. By considering the power of all
three steam generators and heat from other sources, the
reactor core thermal power can be calculated as
WR =
3∑
i=1
WSGi−W∆Pr , (1)
where WR is the reactor core thermal power, WSGi is the
thermal power of the i-th steam generator, and W∆Pr is
the heat input and power loss from the pump systems
and other heat sources.
Daya Bay and Ling Ao reactors are all based on
French Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). For French
PWRs, the measurement of nominal thermal power fol-
lows a procedure known as BIL100, which is performed
on the secondary loop [37]. The predominant term in
the calculation of uncertainty for BIL100 is the uncer-
tainty related to mass flow rate of the feed water, which
accounts for up to 80% of the uncertainty related to
thermal power [37]. To minimize this source of uncer-
tainty, orifice plates were installed in the secondary loop
to precisely measure water flow. The uncertainty of the
orifice water flow measurement is typically 0.72% (90%
C.L.), and could be improved to 0.4% (90% C.L.) ac-
cording to lab tests [38]. For Daya Bay’s KME sys-
tem, four benchmark tests were made to compare the
core power result between the KME system and an EDF
(Electricite de France)-developed high precision SAPEC
system (EDF’s standardized system for enhanced safety
and performance periodic tests on the PWR fleet), which
has its own sensors, databases and data processing sys-
tems [39]. The tests showed the relative difference be-
tween the two systems was 0.031% to 0.065%. The power
measurement uncertainty of the KME system is esti-
mated to be less than 0.25%. This is comparable to the
uncertainty estimated for the SAPEC system, which is
<0.26% [39].
Although the KME system has the best precision,
it is an offline system. The power plant usually does
the KME measurements weekly or monthly, but this
frequency does not meet the experimental requirement.
The KIT/KDO system is an online system for monitor-
ing the core power, based on a primary loop heat bal-
ance method. The system measures the temperature,
pressure, and mass flow rate of the feed water in the pri-
mary loop to calculate the thermal power. Installation
of orifice plates in the primary loop is not allowed, thus
the KIT/KDO system uses another flow meter to mea-
sure the water flow, which is less precise than the KME
system. However, the KIT/KDO system is calibrated
monthly to the KME system by adjusting the feed wa-
ter flow rate in the primary loop in the KIT/KDO sys-
tem once the difference between the powers measured
by the two systems exceeds 0.1% of full power. Conser-
vatively, considering that the uncertainty between the
steam generators is fully correlated in the KME system,
and accounting for the difference between the KIT/KDO
system and the KME system, the uncertainty of the
KIT/KDO system is estimated to be 0.5%. In the Daya
Bay Experiment the KIT/KDO measured thermal power
is provided hourly to calculate the reactor antineutrino
flux.
2.3 Reactor Core and Refueling
The reactor core consists of 157 fuel elements, and
each element contains 264 fuel assemblies of uranium
dioxide with a 235U enrichment of 4%. The height of
the elements is 3.7 m and the diameter of the core is
3 m. The six reactors shut down alternately for refu-
eling and overhaul. The refueling cycle period for the
Daya Bay NPP is about 18 months, with 1/3 of all fuel
elements replaced with fresh fuel during the refueling pe-
riod. For the Ling Ao NPPs, the refueling cycle period
is 12 months, and 1/4 of the fuel elements are replaced.
Refueling usually takes one month. At the beginning
of each burning cycle, the positions of the fuel elements
in the core are rearranged. Fresh fuel is placed in the
core center, while the old fuel is moved outward. This
scheme has the advantages of reducing neutron leakage,
enhancing activity, and increasing fuel burn-up. On the
other hand, the scheme results in a non-uniform power
distribution in the core and increases the power peaking
factor. To reduce this effect, burnable gadolinium fuel
“poison” rods are installed in some elements to absorb
neutrons. Figure 3 shows an example of the reactor core
map of the fuel elements with different burn-up at the
end of a refueling cycle.
When refueling for a new cycle, the fuel elements are
configured in the reactor core around the center as sym-
metrically as possible. Because of this, the reactor core
can be considered as a point source of antineutrinos with
a center of gravity stable at the core center, as will be
discussed later.
2.4 Fuel Evolution and Core Simulation
Burn-up describes the energy extracted from the fuel
element per ton of initial uranium mass since its place-
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ment into the reactor core, defined as
burn-up≡ W ·D
MU in
, (2)
where W is the average power of the fuel element, D
is the days since the fuel element begins to burn in the
core, and MU in is the initial uranium mass of the fuel
element. The unit of burn-up is MW · day · tonU−1. A
similar quantity, cycle burn-up, is used to describe the
aging of the whole reactor core in a refueling cycle. Cycle
burn-up can also be calculated using Eq. 2, where W , D,
and MU in in this case represent the total nuclear power
of the reactor core, the days since the beginning of the
refueling cycle, and the initial uranium mass of all the
fuel elements in the reactor core.
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Fig. 3. An example of the reactor core map of fuel
elements with different burn-up (unit: GW ·day ·
ton−1) shown in color scale at the end of a refu-
eling cycle.
In reactors, electron antineutrinos are emitted pri-
marily from the fissions of four isotopes: 235U, 238U,
239Pu, and 241Pu. Fissions of other isotopes contribute
less than 0.3%. Fissions of 238U are only induced by
fast neutrons, while fissions of the other three isotopes
are mainly induced by thermal neutrons. Fresh fuel el-
ements contain only uranium isotopes. The plutonium
isotopes are gradually generated through neutron cap-
tures on 238U and subsequent neutron captures and beta
decays of its successor isotopes.
Fuel evolution is a dynamic process related to many
factors such as power, neutron flux, fuel composition,
type and position of fuel elements, and boron concentra-
tion. For safe operation of the reactors, NPPs do cal-
culations and simulations of the fuel evolution in every
refueling cycle by considering all of the factors above.
These detailed simulations are performed by validated
and licensed commercial software. The simulation pack-
age used by the Daya Bay NPP is SCIENCE, which
was developed by CEA, France. It uses the APOLLO2
code [40] as the core component. The simulation results
are provided to the Daya Bay collaboration in a table
which uses cycle burn-up as the index. The fission frac-
tions are provided by the simulation in the form of fi(β),
where fi is the fission fraction of isotope i, and β is the
cycle burn-up. Figure 4 shows an example of the fission
fraction evolution as a function of cycle burn-up within
a refueling cycle [41].
Burn-up (MWD/TU)0 5000 10000 15000 20000
Fis
sio
n f
rac
tio
n (
%)
0
10
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50
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70
80
90
100
U235
Pu239
U238
Pu241
Others
Fig. 4. Fission fractions of isotopes in reactor core
D1 as a function of cycle burn-up from a simula-
tion of a complete refueling cycle. Other isotopes
contribute less than 0.3%.
The APOLLO2 code is widely used for cross section
generation and neutron transport calculations in com-
mercial reactor cores. It adopts rigorous methodology
for its validation, including comparison with the refer-
ence calculation using the same nuclear data libraries,
and with the experimental measurements [40]. Measure-
ments of spent fuel isotopic content were made and com-
pared with the results calculated using the APOLLO2
code [42]. The comparison shows that the measurement-
model deviations are less than 5%. Therefore, the uncer-
tainty of the calculated fission fraction is conservatively
estimated to be 5% for each isotope.
The NPPs also provide 3D core simulation results for
different burn-up stages, which enable an investigation
of the spatial distribution of the antineutrino production
inside the core. The reactor can be considered as a point
source of ν¯e for the Daya Bay experiment because the fuel
elements are symmetrically arranged in the reactor core
as shown in Fig 3. The relative difference between treat-
ing the reactor as a point source and as a finite source is
negligible and the variation of the effective fission center
in the reactor is estimated to be 2 cm horizontally. The
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impact on the baselines of the vertical variation of the
fission center is negligible. Combined with the 18 mm
uncertainty in the baseline measurements, the total un-
certainty of the baselines is conservatively estimated to
be 27 mm.
The open source simulation code DRAGON [43]was
also used to calculate the fission fractions, and to es-
timate their uncertainty. The impact of many reactor
parameters was taken into account, including power,
neutron flux, fuel composition, type and position of
fuel elements, and boron content. DRAGON was origi-
nally developed for CANDU (CANada Deuterium Ura-
nium) reactors, but also yields reliable predictions for
PWRs [44, 45]. The fission fraction uncertainty of each
isotope was found to be less than 5%, consistent with
the results of APOLLO2 validation. The fission fractions
of four isotopes are correlated with each other because
239Pu and 241Pu are gradually produced while 235U is
continuously consumed and the sum of the fission frac-
tions is normalized to be 100%. DRAGON was used to
calculate correlations among fission fractions using the
fission fraction data from several cycles of the NPPs.
The results are given in Table 2. The correlations were
used as an input when propagating the fission fraction
uncertainties to the reactor antineutrino flux uncertainty.
Table 2. Correlation coefficients of fission fractions
for the four isotopes.
Isotope 235U 238U 239Pu 241Pu
235U 1.00 -0.22 -0.53 -0.18
238U -0.22 1.00 0.18 0.26
239Pu -0.53 0.18 1.00 0.49
241Pu -0.18 0.26 0.49 1.00
2.5 Expected Unoscillated Spectrum
Electron antineutrinos are generated in the reactors
from the beta decays of the fission fragments produced
by the four isotopes. Each fission isotope produces a
unique ν¯e spectrum through its fission and subsequent
decay chains. In principle, using cumulative fission yields
and beta decay information for each fission production,
it is possible to compute the antineutrino spectrum ab
initio. However, this requires reliable beta decay infor-
mation on more than 1000 isotopes [46], many of which
have never been observed. The lack of decay informa-
tion combined with nuclear structure-related uncertain-
ties and the uncertainties of the fission yields, results in
an overall 10–20% energy dependent uncertainty in the
predicted antineutrino spectrum.
To improve on the purely ab initio method de-
scribed above, several direct measurements were done
at ILL [19–21] in the 1980s to determine the electron
energy spectra from the individual fission isotopes 235U,
239Pu, and 241Pu. In these measurements, foils of iso-
tope samples were placed inside the reactor and exposed
to thermal neutron fluxes for 1–2 days. A high-precision
electron spectrometer measured the electrons emitted by
the samples. The observed electron spectrum was then
converted into an antineutrino spectrum by fitting with
a set of hypothetical β-decay branches and adding up the
antineutrino spectrum from each fitted branch. The un-
certainty of the antineutrino spectrum by this conversion
process was estimated to be 2.7%. These experiments did
not perform similar measurements for 238U, which only
fissions with fast neutrons. Theoretical antineutrino flux
calculations for 238U were carried out by Vogel [22], with
overall uncertainties < 10%. Since 238U only contributes
to ∼8% of the total reactor antineutrino flux, the error
introduced to the total flux is less than 1%. These cal-
culations of antineutrino spectra are referred to as the
ILL+Vogel model.
The prediction of antineutrino spectra from 235U,
239Pu, and 241Pu was recently improved [24, 25], where
the ILL electron spectra were reanalyzed by taking into
account several higher-order corrections to the β-decay
spectra. The ab initio calculation of the 238U antineu-
trino spectrum was updated by Mueller et al. [24]. These
new calculations are referred to as the Huber+Mueller
model. The claimed uncertainty of the predicted to-
tal flux from the Huber+Mueller model is 2.4%. Both
the ILL+Vogel model and the Huber+Mueller model
are used to calculate the expected antineutrino spec-
trum from a single reactor core. A measurement of the
238U beta spectrum was performed and the correspond-
ing antineutrino spectrum was determined in Ref. [47].
Replacing the Mueller 238U antineutrino spectrum with
this measurement only changes the total integrated flux
by 0.2% since 238U only contributes 8% of the total in-
tegrated flux.
The total antineutrino spectrum is calculated once
the time evolution of reactor power and fission fractions
are provided by the Daya Bay NPP,
dφ(Eν)
dEν
=
∑
i
Fi · dφi(Eν)
dEν
, (3)
where i is the index of individual fission isotope in
the reactor fuel, that is 235U, 238U, 239Pu, or 241Pu.
dφi(Eν)/dEν is the antineutrino spectrum of the i-th iso-
tope per fission, and Fi is the total fission rate of the i-th
isotope. The total fission rate is directly related to the
total thermal power of the reactor core, and can be cal-
culated as follows:
Fi =
Wth∑
j
fj ·ej ·fi , (4)
where Wth is the total thermal power of the reactor core,
ei is the energy released per fission of the i-th isotope,
and fi is the fission fraction of the i-th isotope. The
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term
∑
i
fi ·ei represents the average energy released per
fission from the four isotopes.
The energy released per fission (ei) is defined as the
amount of energy from a fission event that transforms
into heat over a finite time interval [48], which has a
slight dependence on the reactor burning history. They
were calculated by considering the neutron captures in
the reactor and decays of long-lived fission daughters, us-
ing typical PWR reactor parameters [48]. The improved
calculation of the energy released per fission [49] used in
this analysis includes using updated nuclear databases,
considering the production yields of fission fragments
from both thermal and fast incident neutrons, and an
updated calculation of the average energy taken away by
antineutrinos. This new calculation gives slightly larger
values of ei with smaller uncertainties than in [48], re-
sulting in a 0.32% decrease of the calculated antineutrino
flux. The values of ei and their uncertainties are listed
in Table 3.
Table 3. Energy released per fission for the four
main isotopes and their uncertainties. [49]
Isotope Energy per Fission (MeV)
235U 202.36 ± 0.26
238U 205.99 ± 0.52
239Pu 211.12 ± 0.34
241Pu 214.26 ± 0.33
In the Daya Bay experiment, the electron antineutri-
nos are detected via the inverse beta decay (IBD) reac-
tion: ν¯e+p→ e++n. The expected antineutrino spectrum
weighted by the IBD cross section in the detector d from
reactor r is calculated by
Sdr(Eν) =
1
4piL2dr
dφ(Eν)
dEν
dNdpσ(Eν), (5)
where Ldr is the distance from reactor r to detector d,
d is the IBD selection efficiency, Ndp is the number of
target protons, and σ(Eν) is the inverse beta decay cross
section calculated using the formalism in [50], with the
updated neutron lifetime of 880.3±1.1 s taken from PDG
2014 [2]. The uncertainty of the cross section is domi-
nated by the uncertainty of neutron lifetime. The total
reactor antineutrino spectra for a detector d is the sum
of antineutrino spectra from all reactors:
Sd(Eν) =
∑
r
Sdr(Eν) . (6)
As an example, the expected total antineutrino spectrum
at the near site ADs is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. (a) The antineutrino spectra for four iso-
topes in Huber+Mueller model.(b) The inverse
beta decay (IBD) cross section. (c) The expected
antineutrino spectrum weighted by the IBD cross
section without oscillation in the near site ADs.
The error bars are systematic only (see text for
details).
2.6 Non-equilibrium Effect and Spent Nuclear
Fuel Correction
In the ILL measurements, fissile samples were ex-
posed to the thermal neutron flux for only 1–2 days.
The rate of beta decays from some long-lived fission frag-
ments did not reach equilibrium with their production
rates. When using converted antineutrino spectra from
the ILL measurements, this non-equilibrium effect needs
to be corrected, since the long-lived fission fragments ac-
cumulate in the reactor core and their beta decays con-
tribute to the total antineutrino flux.
After burning in the core, the nuclear fuel is removed
from the reactor and stored as spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
in a cooling pool near the reactor core. The long-lived
isotopes in the SNF will decay and act as another source
of antineutrinos.
The total neutrino spectrum is then modified:
Sν =SILL+Sneq+SSNF (7)
where SILL is the expected antineutrino spectrum with
ILL measurement-based models, Sneq is the contribution
from the non-equilibrium effect and SSNF is the contri-
bution from the spent fuel.
The non-equilibrium correction is a function of an-
tineutrino energy, the burn-up and irradiation history of
nuclear fuel [24]. Taking into account the information of
the refueling history of reactors provided by the China
General Nuclear Power Corporation, the cumulative con-
tribution of the non-equilibrium effect at Daya Bay and
Ling Ao reactors was calculated. On average, the effect
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contributed ∼0.6% additional IBD events, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. The uncertainty of the non-equilibrium
effect is taken to be 30% from the estimation in Ref. [24].
The contribution of SNF can be evaluated by using
the cumulative yields and spectra of the known long-lived
fission fragments. The candidate isotopes were selected
from the fission products with the condition that they
have a half-life longer than 10 hours and either the iso-
tope or its daughter nuclei undergoes beta decay with
end point energy larger than the IBD reaction threshold
(1.8 MeV). The antineutrino spectra of these candidate
isotopes were calculated based on their beta decay pro-
cess. The cumulative yields of the SNF were calculated
with the input from the refueling history and SNF inven-
tory information provided by the China General Nuclear
Power Corporation. The calculated SNF antineutrino
spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 6. The contribution to the
total number of IBD events is ∼ 0.3%, which is consis-
tent with previous calculations [51, 52]. The uncertainty
is conservatively estimated to be 100% after the investi-
gation on the uncertainty of the SNF inventory history
information. We neglect an additional low energy cor-
rection [53] which has a smaller effect than SNF.
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Fig. 6. The ratio of calculated antineutrino spec-
trum the non-equilibrium effect (red) and spent
nuclear fuel (blue) to that from the four fissile
isotopes in reactor core. The drop at 3 MeV is
due to the end point energy of 144Pr beta decay,
which contributes the most with its mother nu-
clide 144Ce to SNF antineutrinos.
2.7 Systematic Uncertainties of the Predicted
Reactor Antineutrino Spectrum
The systematic uncertainties of the predicted reac-
tor antineutrino spectrum can be categorized as either
correlated or uncorrelated among different reactor cores.
The list of systematic uncertainties, and their values for
the integrated reactor antineutrino flux, are shown in Ta-
ble 4. The combined correlated uncertainty is taken to
be 2.7% from the ILL+Vogel model (or 2.4% from the
Huber+Mueller model). The correlated uncertainties are
common for all reactor cores, therefore they are irrele-
vant in the neutrino oscillation analysis where only the
relative rate and spectrum between the near and the far
detectors are compared. The combined uncorrelated un-
certainty is 0.9%, as a square root of the quadratic sum of
the uncorrelated items, including power, energy/fission,
fission fraction, spent fuel, and non-equilibrium in Ta-
ble 4.
Table 4. Summary of the systematic uncertainties
of the predicted integrated reactor antineutrino
flux associated with a single reactor core.
uncertainty
power 0.5%
energy/fission 0.2%
isotope spectrum 2.7%
IBD cross section 0.12%
fission fraction 0.6%
baseline negligible
spent fuel 0.3%
non-equilibrium 0.2%
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Fig. 7. The systematic uncertainties of the pre-
dicted reactor antineutrino spectrum from each
energy-dependent component. The bin uncorre-
lated/correlated uncertainty (see text for details)
is the average value of the four primary isotopes,
weighted by their fission fractions.
Some uncertainties are dependent on antineutrino en-
ergy, and can induce fluctuations in the energy spectrum,
while the others only impact the integrated antineutrino
flux. The contribution from each energy-dependent com-
ponent is broken down and shown in Fig. 7. The energy-
dependent uncertainties can be further categorized as
correlated or uncorrelated between energy bins. The
isotope antineutrino spectra of 235U, 239Pu, and 241Pu
are converted from the respectively measured beta de-
cay spectra. The uncertainties of these spectra have both
bin-to-bin correlated and uncorrelated components. The
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bin-to-bin correlated uncertainty is induced by the elec-
tron to antineutrino spectrum conversion models. The
bin-to-bin uncorrelated uncertainty is induced by the sta-
tistical uncertainty of the measured beta decay spectra.
The antineutrino spectrum of 238U is based on theoretical
calculation, and its uncertainty is bin-to-bin correlated.
The size of the total uncertainty is shown as the error
bars on the predicted antineutrino spectrum in Fig. 5.
3 Inverse Beta Decay Event Selection
After production in the six Daya Bay reactor cores as
described above, ν¯e are detected in identically designed
Daya Bay antineutrino detectors (ADs). Each AD con-
sists of three nested cylindrical vessels. The inner acrylic
vessel (IAV) with a thickness of 11 mm is filled with
0.1% gadolinium-doped liquid scintillator (GdLS), which
constitutes the primary antineutrino target. The outer
acrylic vessel surrounding the target is filled with un-
doped LS, increasing the efficiency of detecting gamma
rays produced in the target. The outermost stainless
steel tank is filled with mineral oil. A total of 192 8-inch
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are radially positioned in
the mineral-oil region of each AD. Specular reflectors are
deployed directly above and below the outer acrylic ves-
sel. Three automated calibration units (ACUs) capa-
ble of deploying radioactive sources into the AD along
three vertical z-axes are located on the top of each AD’s
outer tank [54]. At each site, ADs are submerged in
two-zone water Cherenkov muon detection systems, com-
posed of inner and outer water shields (IWS and OWS),
in three experimental halls, as shown in Fig. 1. A more
detailed description of all detector systems can be found
in [33, 55].
For the first seven months of Daya Bay data-taking
from December 2011 until July 2012, six ADs were de-
ployed and utilized for data analysis, two at the Daya
Bay near site, one at the Ling Ao near site, and three
at the Far Site. For the additional 13 months of the
data to be used in this publication, from October 2012
to November 2013, the full eight-AD detector deploy-
ment was utilized, with two ADs at each near site and
four ADs at the Far Site. During a special calibration
period in Summer 2012, one ACU was temporarily re-
moved to facilitate deployment of a Manual Calibration
System, which was capable of deploying an articulating
acrylic arm down the AD’s center axis, allowing for full-
volume calibration of the GdLS volume at a variety of
vertical Z-positions and radial R-positions with a PuC
neutron/gamma source.
A series of cuts are applied to the data to select
high purity time-coincident trigger pairs in the AD that
match the characteristics of IBD signals: a prompt en-
ergy deposition from ionization and annihilation of the
IBD positron, followed by an energy deposition from Gd-
capture of the IBD neutron 30 µs later on average. The
selection process and various cuts have been described in
detail in a previous Daya Bay publication [41], and have
remained unchanged for this analysis. We briefly list the
sequence of IBD selection cuts below.
• Flasher Cut: Spurious single triggers caused by
PMT light emission are efficiently removed using
light collection topology cuts described in [41].
• Capture Time Cut: Candidate trigger pairs are se-
lected by requiring time-coincident triggers be sep-
arated by 1–200 µs.
• Prompt Energy Cut: The prompt trigger in the
time-coincident pair must have an energy of 0.7–
12 MeV.
• Delayed Energy Cut: The delayed trigger in the
time-coincident pair must have an energy of 6–
12 MeV.
• Muon Veto Cut: Candidate pairs are rejected if
their delayed signals occur (i) within a (-2 µs,
600 µs) time window with respect to a water shield
muon trigger with a PMT multiplicity >12 either
in the inner or outer water shield, or (ii) within
a (0, 1000 µs) time window with respect to trig-
gers in the same AD with an energy ranging from
20 MeV to 2.5 GeV, or (iii) within a (0, 1 s) time
window with respect to triggers in the same AD
with an energy above 2.5 GeV.
• Multiplicity Cut: To remove ambiguities in the IBD
pair selection when multiple triggers are in time-
coincidence, candidate pairs are removed if there
is an additional candidate with E > 0.7 MeV in
the interval 200 µs before the prompt-like signal,
200 µs after the delay-like signal, or between the
prompt-like and delayed-like signals.
Total IBD candidate event rates after applying these
cuts are listed in Table 5. Due to the near-identical re-
sponse of the Daya Bay ADs, the efficiencies of most
IBD selection cuts are the same for all detectors. Muon
veto efficiency (µ) and multiplicity cut efficiencies (m)
are dependent on muon fluxes and intrinsic background
levels, which vary among different sites and ADs.
Backgrounds from accidental coincidences, fast neu-
trons, cosmogenic 8He/9Li production, AD-intrinsic al-
pha radioactivity, and AmC neutron calibration sources
remain in the sample of IBD candidates and have been
estimated using a variety of techniques described in de-
tail in previous publications [32, 41]. Background rate
estimates remain unchanged for this analysis.
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Table 5. Summary of signal and backgrounds. Rates are corrected for the muon veto and multiplicity cut efficiencies
εµ · εm. Rate differences between detectors at the same site result from differences in fluxes between detector
locations.
EH1 EH2 EH3
EH1-AD1 EH1-AD2 EH2-AD1 EH1-AD2 EH3-AD1 EH3-AD2 EH3-AD3 EH3-AD4
IBD candidates 304459 309354 287098 190046 40956 41203 40677 27419
DAQ live time(days) 565.436 565.436 568.03 378.407 562.451 562.451 562.451 372.685
εµ 0.8248 0.8218 0.8575 0.8577 0.9811 0.9811 0.9808 0.9811
εm 0.9744 0.9748 0.9758 0.9756 0.9756 0.9754 0.9751 0.9758
Accidentals(per day) 8.92±0.09 8.94±0.09 6.76±0.07 6.86±0.07 1.70±0.02 1.59±0.02 1.57±0.02 1.26±0.01
Fast neutron(per AD per day) 0.78±0.12 0.54±0.19 0.05±0.01
9Li/8He(per AD per day) 2.8±1.5 1.7±0.9 0.27±0.14
Am-C correlated 6-AD(per day) 0.27±0.12 0.25±0.11 0.27±0.12 0.22±0.10 0.21±0.10 0.21±0.09
Am-C correlated 8-AD(per day) 0.20±0.09 0.21±0.10 0.18±0.08 0.22±0.10 0.06±0.03 0.04±0.02 0.04±0.02 0.07±0.03
13C(α, n)16O(per day) 0.08±0.04 0.07±0.04 0.05±0.03 0.07±0.04 0.05±0.03 0.05±0.03 0.05±0.03 0.05±0.03
IBD rate(per day) 657.18±1.94 670.14±1.95 594.78±1.46 590.81±1.66 73.90±0.41 74.49±0.41 73.58±0.40 75.15±0.49
4 Event Selection Efficiencies
In order to estimate the total number of inverse beta
decay interactions in each AD, the efficiencies of all sig-
nal selection cuts must be estimated. All cut efficien-
cies have been estimated in previous Daya Bay publi-
cations [32, 41]. Many of these efficiencies remain un-
changed in this analysis, and are only briefly described
here. A few key efficiencies common to all detectors have
been recalculated with respect to those reported in [41]
utilizing new comparisons between data and Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation. The improved data-constrained detec-
tion efficiencies and systematics will be described below
in detail. The recalculation and application of these key
efficiencies and systematics result in a robust measure-
ment of the overall reactor νe flux from Daya Bay. Since
these key systematics for detector efficiencies are largely
correlated among all Daya Bay detectors, this reanalysis
does not affect the previous measurement of oscillation
parameters reported by Daya Bay.
To produce improved efficiency determinations, a va-
riety of new MC samples were generated utilizing an
updated version of Daya Bay’s simulation framework
NuWa, which is based on the Geant4 simulation pack-
age [56] and the Gaudi framework [57]. A few key MC
improvements with respect to the version utilized to pro-
duce previous efficiency estimates in [41] are briefly high-
lighted. Models used to generate the spectrum of gam-
mas released by neutron capture on Gd were altered
based on new Daya Bay and bench-top datasets. These
alterations, which affect the efficiency in detecting neu-
tron captures on Gd, will be described in further detail
below. Adjustment was also made to the model describ-
ing the thermalization and scattering of neutrons at all
energies. This adjustment will also be described in fur-
ther detail below, as it has a small impact on the capture
time cut and on the position distribution of IBD events.
4.1 Flasher Cut Efficiency
Spontaneous light emission from the Daya Bay PMT
bases can mimic particle interactions of various energies.
Flasher triggers can be rejected using charge topology
cuts, as described in detail in [41]. The IBD signal effi-
ciency of these cuts is estimated to be 99.98%.
4.2 Capture Time Cut Efficiency
To be selected as an IBD signal the time separation
between the trigger pair must be within a (1µs, 200µs)
range. As described in [41], the vast majority of signal
events meet this criterion, with 98.70% passing this cut
in the most recent Daya Bay MC simulations. An uncer-
tainty of 0.12% is assigned to this cut by noting small dif-
ferences in trigger coincidence time distributions between
AmC, AmBe, and PuC fast neutron source deployments
and MC.
4.3 Muon Veto Cut Efficiency
Cuts are applied to reject coincident triggers corre-
lated in time with muons traversing the water pools or
ADs. The characteristics and performance of these cuts
are described in [41]. Total signal efficiencies for these
cuts depend on the muon flux at each site and are around
82%, 86%, and 98% at EH1, EH2, and EH3, respectively,
as shown in Table 5. Muon veto cut efficiencies are calcu-
lated based on the actual number of muon vetos enforced
in the dataset, and thus have negligible uncertainties.
4.4 Multiplicity Cut Efficiency
Some trigger coincidences containing more than two
triggers are also rejected to avoid ambiguities in identi-
fying the true IBD prompt-delayed pair. The definitions
of these multiplicity cuts are described in [41], and have
an efficiency of 97.5% for all ADs, within 0.1%. Multi-
plicity cut efficiencies are calculated on-the-fly and have
negligible associated uncertainty.
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4.5 Prompt Energy Cut Efficiency
While the 0.7 MeV prompt energy cut is significantly
below the 1 MeV annihilation gamma energy, a small
proportion of events (0.2%) deposit most of their energy
in the non-scintillating inner acrylic vessel and fall below
the threshold. The efficiency is 99.81%± 0.10% deter-
mined by the most recent Daya Bay MC data which is
consistent with that cited in [41].
4.6 Delayed Energy Cut: Gd Capture Fraction
Inefficiency in detection of neutrons from IBD inter-
actions in the target GdLS region is the result of three
primary physical processes:
• Capture on hydrogen in the target, producing a sin-
gle 2.2 MeV gamma well below the applied 6 MeV
threshold.
• Capture on hydrogen outside the target where no
Gd is present, producing the same 2.2 MeV gamma
(spill-out effect).
• Deposition of significant neutron-Gd (nGd) cap-
ture gamma energy outside the scintillating detec-
tor region, producing a detected delayed energy be-
low the applied 6 MeV threshold.
We choose to describe and quantify each of these contri-
butions to the delayed energy cut efficiency separately in
this analysis to produce robust and transparent efficiency
and uncertainty estimates fully constrained by data. We
begin by describing our estimates of inefficiency from the
first two of these processes, collectively described as the
Gd capture fraction.
4.6.1 Gd Concentration and AD-Center Gd Capture
Fraction
The keV-range kinetic energy neutrons created in
IBD interactions in the GdLS thermalize in the detec-
tor and capture principally on either H or Gd nuclei.
Because of their low capture energy (2.2 MeV), neutron-
hydrogen (nH) captures are completely excluded from
the IBD signal by the 6 MeV cut used in this analysis.
Determining the Gd capture fraction is vital in deter-
mining the predicted reactor antineutrino flux. This Gd
capture fraction is physically determined by the Gd con-
centration in the GdLS, which is ∼0.1% by weight. The
Gd capture fraction resulting from the Gd concentration
can be measured largely independently of spill-out effects
by looking at AD-center Gd capture events from various
non-IBD (i.e., from calibration)datasets.
The AD-center Gd capture fraction was first mea-
sured utilizing muon spallation neutrons. This dataset
was obtained by selecting all AD non-flasher triggers
within a time window of 20-300 µs after traversal of the
AD by a muon, which is identified by an AD trigger
with more than 3000 photoelectrons (∼20 MeV). Trig-
gers from events other than neutron captures are then re-
moved from the sample by subtracting a similar dataset
occurring 520-800 µs after a muon traversal. AD center
events are then selected by removing all events having
reconstructed positions R> 0.8 m or |Z|> 0.8 m, where
the position reconstruction follows the second method
described in [55]. The background-subtracted spallation
neutron capture spectrum for all four near ADs is shown
in Fig. 8, along with the background spectrum.
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Fig. 8. The background-subtracted spallation neu-
tron capture spectrum and associated background
spectrum in all near-site ADs combined for the
full Daya Bay dataset. The main contribution to
the background at low energy is natural radioac-
tivity.
The Gd capture fraction for this dataset can be cal-
culated using the following definition:
FGd =
NGd
NGd+NH
=
N(6−12 MeV)
N(6−12 MeV)+N(1.7−2.7 MeV) . (8)
Low-energy cuts ∼30% below the nH and nGd peak val-
ues were chosen to exclude roughly similar proportions of
the nH and nGd low-energy tails from the calculation of
this metric. By this definition, the Gd capture fraction
for a specific dataset is determined independently of any
MC inputs.
For this dataset, we obtain a Gd capture fraction of
85.4%, as seen in Table 6, with a statistical uncertainty of
<0.1%. We estimate the systematic uncertainty in this
ratio by looking for the variation in FGd with variation in
the selection parameters. To probe possible uncertainties
arising from unequal inclusion of nGd and nH low-energy
tails, FGd low-energy cut values were independently ad-
justed to values between 10% and 50% below each peak’s
energy. For all variations, FGd was found to be consistent
within 0.2%. When signal and background subtraction
time windows are altered in absolute length (180 to 280
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µs), relative length (few-µs difference in signal and back-
ground window length), or in start time (from 20µs to
40µs for signal, for example), FGd is altered by < 0.1%.
As AD-center position cuts are varied from the nomi-
nal 0.8 m to either 0.5 m or 1.0 m, FGd is altered by
0.3%. We also note that fractional contributions of tar-
get spallation neutron capture on other isotopes, such as
carbon, are below 0.1%, negligible in the scope of the ef-
ficiency analysis. Adding the uncertainties quadratically,
we obtain a Gd capture fraction of 85.4% ± 0.4% from
spallation neutrons.
The Gd capture fraction has also been measured by
deploying AmC, AmBe, and PuC neutron calibration
sources at the centers of the two ADs at the Daya Bay
Near Site (EH1) during a period of special calibration
runs coincident with installation of the final two Daya
Bay detectors at the other experimental halls [54, 58].
These neutron sources produce time-correlated triggers,
with proton recoils and excitation gammas forming the
prompt signal, and the subsequent neutron capture form-
ing the delayed signal. The neutron kinetic energy ranges
and excitation gamma energies for various prompt en-
ergy ranges for these sources are listed in Table 6. Some
excited states with low neutron energies closer to that
of ∼keV-scale IBD neutrons, such as the second excited
state of 16O produced by the PuC (α,n) reaction, are
easily separable from other calibration source decays ex-
hibiting higher neutron kinetic energies. This is because
minimally quenched de-excitation gammas from these
excited states produce a much higher prompt energy
than the highly-quenched prompt proton recoils gener-
ated by energetic neutrons produced in the ground state.
Meanwhile, other excited states produce either a variety
of neutron kinetic energies (AmBe), or have prompt ener-
gies indistinguishable from the ground state. Daya Bay’s
standard gamma-less AmC sources produce no transi-
tions to excited states, since alphas in these sources are
moderated with thin gold foils [59]. For all sources, re-
moval of uncorrelated triggers was accomplished by sub-
tracting a set of accidental coincidences formed by ran-
domly ordering in time that calibration run’s single trig-
gers according to the calculated singles rate for that run.
As the sources were deployed at the detector center, cuts
on reconstructed position were not utilized.
Table 6. Characteristics and AD-center nGd capture fractions for neutron calibration sources with varying prompt
Erec categories. Prompt signals are provided by muons (spallation neutrons), proton recoils (calibration source
decaying to ground states), excitation gammas (calibration source decaying to excited states), or IBD positrons
(IBD MC). Results for spallation neutrons are the average of all ADs, while results for calibration sources are
the average of the two EH1 ADs, where all of the differing neutron sources were deployed. Measured Gd capture
fractions are consistent within the associated systematic uncertainty range of 0.4%.
Data Set Erec,prompt (MeV) KEn (MeV) Eγ (MeV) FGd (%) σstat (%)
Spallation Neutron - 0-100+ - 85.4 <0.1
AmC 0-4 3-5.5 - 85.2 0.2
AmBe, Ground State 0-4 4-10 - 85.3 0.1
AmBe, First Excited 4-7 0-5 4.4 85.4 0.1
PuC, Ground State 0-4 3-7.5 -
85.5 <0.1
PuC, 1st Excited 0.5-1 <0.6 -
PuC, 2nd Excited 5.5-7 <0.6 6.13 85.5 <0.1
IBD MC 0.7-12 <0.1 - 85.5 <0.1
For the calibration source data, an alternate proce-
dure utilizing MC input for determining the Gd capture
fraction was used to cross-check the spallation results
utilizing the FGd metric. First, the total fraction of
background-subtracted time-coincident triggers passing
the 6 MeV delayed energy cut was determined:
FGd,all =
NGd
NAll
=
N(6−12 MeV)
N(1.7−12.0 MeV) . (9)
Delayed energies below 1.7 MeV are excluded from the
dataset as the statistical uncertainties from the acci-
dental background subtraction for some datasets in this
region are too high. Next, MC simulations includ-
ing sources and the radioactive sources, source enclo-
sures, deployment weights and suspension lines analo-
gous to the actual AD-center source deployments were
used to calculate the total number of coincidences in
the <1.7 MeV delayed energy region (∼0.3%), as well
as the number of nGd captures below 6 MeV recon-
structed energy (∼1.5%). These numbers were used to
correct FGd,all to provide a semi-independent measure of
the total ratio of nGd to other capture types, similar to
FGd. This method of estimating the Gd capture fraction
avoids the uncertainty from defining nH and nGd energy
windows, but has added uncertainty because of 0.1%-
level disagreements in low-energy contributions between
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the source deployment in data and MC.
Resultant FGd values from extended runs of these
three sources are shown in Table 6, with delayed spectra
from each source shown in Figure 9. While neutron cap-
ture tail shapes from the different sources deviate slightly
from one another, likely due to differing source packag-
ing material and optical properties, values of FGd from all
sources agree to within 0.3%. These source FGd values
are also consistent within 0.4% between data and MC
for all source types and neutron energy ranges. Similar
variations of energy and timing cuts applied to the spal-
lation neutron dataset above produce <0.1% changes in
FGd values. These differences provide a conservative es-
timate of systematic uncertainty on the Gd capture frac-
tion similar to that reported from spallation neutrons.
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Fig. 9. Background-subtracted calibration neu-
tron capture spectra from three different neutron
sources deployed in the EH1 detector centers. The
AmC data is binned more coarsely to reduce error
bar sizes in the low-statistics tails.
After the completion of these studies, the Gd capture
fraction for AD-center inverse beta decay interactions
was studied in the MC simulation and were determined
to be 85.5%. This agreement with a wide variety of stud-
ies indicates the initial values of Gd concentrations of the
Daya Bay scintillator were properly measured and imple-
mented in simulation.
4.6.2 Spill-out Effects and Full-Volume Gd Capture
Fraction
The previous section concerned itself with finding the
Gd capture fraction at the detector center and matching
this value between data and MC. In order to determine
the Gd capture fraction for the entire target volume,
which is the relevant number for the total detection ef-
ficiency, one must take into account the proportion of
IBD neutrons created in the GdLS that escape the tar-
get and capture outside the GdLS, where all captures
are non-Gd. This process, termed as the “spill-out” ef-
fect, is naturally dependent on the proximity of the IBD
interaction point to the boundary of the GdLS volume.
The MC is used to provide the full-volume Gd-
capture fraction for the detection efficiency analysis.
This value is calculated with MC to be 84.17%. The
accuracy and systematic uncertainty of this total Gd
capture fraction were then estimated by comparing to-
tal H/Gd ratios for existing non-IBD datasets between
data and MC. We note that since the sizes of the nH
and nGd low-energy tails in the neutron energy spec-
tra increase with increasing R and |Z| due to increased
gamma energy leakage, it is difficult to fully disentan-
gle Gd detection inefficiencies from spill-out effects. As
the position dependences of the nH and nGd tails are
correlated, the previously-defined metric FGd in Eq. 8
is relatively insensitive to these gamma energy leakage
effects. For this reason, we utilize the FGd metric de-
scribed above for a data-MC comparison of full-volume
Gd capture fractions. An comparison of PuC calibration
source data with MC data using an alternate metric is
described in Sec. 4.8 as a cross-check.
The Daya Bay MCS [58] deployed a PuC neutron
source on an articulating arm at a wide variety of po-
sitions throughout the GdLS volume with an accuracy
of 2.5 cm in r and 1.2 cm in z; this dataset can be
used to calculate a full-volume Gd capture fraction. Due
to the geometry of the source and articulating arm, de-
ployments were limited to source positions with -1.45 m
< Z < 1.25 m and R < 1.35 m. PuC deployments at
similar positions were then simulated, including the at-
tendant MCS articulating arm infrastructure. For each
source placement position, FGd was calculated in data
and MC utilizing a process identical to that described in
the previous section, except that backgrounds were sub-
tracted utilizing an off-window method as was done in
the previously described spallation neutron study. This
was necessary to remove coincidences formed by closely-
spaced neutrons from the intense (∼ 1kHz) PuC source.
Figure 10 demonstrates the change in PuC neutron
FGd separately as a function of R and Z for data and MC.
One can see good agreement at most positions. By fit-
ting the distributions in R along the detector’s Z-center
and in Z along the detector axis, one can integrate over
the full target volume to obtain a full-volume Gd cap-
ture fraction. A variety of fit methods are utilized to
account for the lack of data near the GdLS top and bot-
tom (|Z|∼1.5 m). This process yields a full-volume Gd
capture fraction of 84.1% for data and 83.5% for MC.
The Gd capture fraction for the PuC source in the MCS
differs from that of IBDs due to the higher kinetic energy
of neutrons and the MCS deployment arm; hence, we use
the MCS data to benchmark the full-volume Gd captures
fractions between data and MC. Therefore, these results
should be utilized not as an indicator of the true IBD
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Gd capture fraction, but as a benchmark of the agree-
ment between full-volume Gd capture fractions between
MC and data. An additional check on this analysis us-
ing interpolated values between all available PuC MCS
deployment positions yields differences of up to 0.7% be-
tween data and MC for all PuC neutron kinetic energies.
After performing these benchmark comparisons be-
tween MC and data, the precision of the MC-reported
full-volume Gd capture fraction is estimated as the max-
imum difference between these reported MC and data
values above, 0.7%. Adding quadratically the approxi-
mate 0.4% uncertainty in the AD-center Gd capture frac-
tion, we obtain a predicted Gd capture fraction of 84.17
± 0.80%. The difference from early Daya Bay publica-
tions (83.8 ± 0.8%) is caused by the improved Geant4
neutron thermalization models on which this analysis is
based, which produce a lower rate of IBD neutron spill-
out.
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Fig. 10. Variation in the Gd capture fraction FGd
reported by a MCS-deployed PuC source as a
function of R (top) and Z (bottom) position in the
detector. For the Z scan, MCS runs at R=200 mm
were utilized. For the R scan, MCS runs at
Z=0 cm (AD middle) were utilized. A drop in
the Gd capture fraction is clearly visible near the
target boundary. Despite small visible differences,
data and MC yield similar integrated full-volume
Gd capture fractions within 0.6%.
4.7 Delayed Energy Cut: Gd Capture Detection
Efficiency
Of the 84.17% of target IBD neutrons capturing on
Gd, a small percentage will have delayed reconstructed
energy below the 6 MeV delayed energy cut. This ineffi-
ciency arises as a portion of gammas from some Gd cap-
tures exit the scintillating region of the detector before
depositing their energy. In order to properly estimate
the predicted reactor antineutrino flux, this Gd capture
detection efficiency must be properly estimated. As with
the full-volume Gd capture fraction, the Gd capture de-
tection efficiency is determined using MC, since the full
tail of the IBD delayed energy signal is obscured in data
by nH captures and accidental backgrounds.
The shape of the Gd capture tail, and therefore the
Gd capture detection efficiency, is dependent on the
model used to describe the gamma energies released
by a nGd capture. The excited states of 158Gd and
156Gd, the products of neutron capture on 157Gd and
155Gd, are numerous, making a first-principles determi-
nation and modelling of de-excitation pathways imprac-
tical. Instead, the Daya Bay MC produces nGd capture
gammas by performing an energy-conserving sampling
of previously-measured Gd-capture gamma spectra. The
algorithm that performs this sampling is tuned to ensure
that the energy conservation requirement does not bias
aggregate sampled gamma spectra relative to the input
spectrum. In previous publications [7, 41], Daya Bay
utilized nGd gamma spectrum models based on early
spectroscopic measurements [60], shown in top panel of
Fig. 11, which do not sufficiently reproduce the IBD ex-
tended nGd tail shapes now visible in Daya Bay’s high-
statistics datasets, pictured in middle panel of Fig. 11.
This gamma model is referred to in this paper as the
“M13A,Old” model
We investigated additional nGd gamma models to ob-
tain a better description of the data. It was found that
nGd gamma spectra included in Geant4 libraries [56],
shown in bottom panel of Fig. 11, produced reason-
able agreement with observed data once energy conser-
vation in gamma emission, not present in Geant4 by de-
fault, was implemented. This model is referred to as
the “M14A,Geant” model in this paper. Another well-
matching model, called “M14A,Caltech”, was generated
through direct measurement of nGd gamma production
in a small cell of Daya Bay GdLS using a benchtop HPGe
detector setup at Caltech. In both new “M14A,Geant”
and “M14A,Caltech” models, the total contribution of
high-energy gammas is lower than in early spectroscopic
measurements.
Figure 11 shows the combined IBD nGd capture spec-
tra from all Daya Bay detectors and from the various
tested MC models. The nGd tail is clearly visible with
high statistical precision above 3.0 MeV, and provides a
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direct constraint on the delayed energy cut inefficiency
above this energy. The two MC models provide a bound-
ing envelope around the observed spectrum when ap-
proaching the low-energy region where the nH peak ob-
scures the true nGd tail shape. The delayed energy cut
inefficiency from this low energy region is estimated by
the relative contribution from these new MC nGd cap-
ture models. The data-constrained portion of the tail
from 3–6 MeV provides a 6.6% inefficiency, while the
low-energy MC-constrained portion below 3.0 MeV con-
tributes 0.4% and 0.9% for the different models.
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Fig. 11. Top: Models of produced nGd capture
gamma spectra utilized in the previous (red)
or current (blue and green) efficiency estimates.
Middle: Erec distribution of the IBD delayed sig-
nal for data and MC utilizing these nGd gamma
models. Bottom: The spectrum of IBD nGd de-
layed signals from MC for these models. These
distributions are used to compute the expected
nGd capture detection efficiency for Daya Bay.
The total estimated nGd detection efficiency using
the “M14A,Geant” model is 92.71%. A conservative
100% uncertainty is assigned to the total contribution
below 3 MeV due to the lack of direct data constraints.
The 0.5% difference in the low-energy contribution from
the data-enveloping MC models provides good motiva-
tion for this choice. Further uncertainty contributions
from statistical and other systematics, such as the MC-
data difference in energy scale near the GdLS-LS bound-
aries, are negligible in comparison.
This Gd capture detection efficiency estimate,
92.71%, differs from previous estimates, 90.9%, in [7]
by 1.8%, a ∼3 σ change with respect to previous sys-
tematic uncertainty estimates. As previously mentioned,
this difference stems from improved modelling of the nGd
gamma spectrum in the updated Daya Bay MC simula-
tions. Due to the limited available statistics, previous
uncertainty estimates were made using comparisons be-
tween the previous MC model and data only in a narrow
higher-energy window (6-7 MeV) bordering the nGd tail
region. In contrast, the updated efficiency estimate is di-
rectly constrained by data with <0.1% statistical uncer-
tainty for the bulk of the nGd tail, with 100% uncertainty
assumed in regions where no direct data constraint ex-
ists. This results in a robust and conservative estimate
of the delayed energy cut efficiency. Nevertheless, the
change of the Gd capture detection efficiency does not
affect the measurement of the oscillation parameters re-
ported by Daya Bay using relative comparison between
Near and Far detectors.
4.8 Combined Delayed Energy Cut Efficiency
Cross-Check
In addition to estimating them separately as we have
done above, we can cross-check the accuracy of the
MC in modelling combined effects of the Gd capture
fraction and nGd detection efficiency by comparing the
previously-defined FGd,all metric between data and MC
for a representative non-IBD dataset. This FGd,all met-
ric effectively achieves both of these efficiencies above the
applied 1.7 MeV analysis threshold. The MCS data set
was re-analyzed to determine FGd,all for points spaced
evenly throughout the target volume. The position-
weighted average value for all data points using the full-
volume fits described above were 80.3%, compared to a
MC value of 79.5%. This difference is well within the un-
certainties of 0.8% and 0.9% defined for the full-volume
Gd capture fraction and nGd detection efficiency, provid-
ing further confidence that MC modelling of these two
sub-efficiencies is accurate within the estimated system-
atics.
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4.9 Spill-in Effects
When calculating the total number of expected Gd
capture detections, one must take into account IBD neu-
trons generated outside the GdLS that are captured in
the GdLS. This process, termed as the spill-in effect, ef-
fectively increases the size of the target volume. As with
the spill-out effect, the size of the spill-in effect and the
net increase in effective target volume is calculated us-
ing MC simulation of IBD neutrons in the detector. The
calculated value of the effective target size in the default
Daya Bay MC due to spill-in is 104.9%.
The spill-in correction obtained by the MC is depen-
dent on the choice of neutron scattering models. Daya
Bay’s default MC for neutron scattering includes inelas-
tic scattering of thermal neutrons below 4 eV where
molecular effects due to hydrogen bonds and their en-
ergy transfer with neutrons must be considered. This
is in contrast to “free-gas” models of neutron scattering
which forego this detailed modelling at low energies. In
its G4NDL3.13 physics library, Geant4 has inherited sev-
eral neutron thermal scattering models and parameters
from the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF/B-VI)
database [61] for a variety of moderators such as water
and polyethylene. As database entries are unavailable for
the primary Daya Bay target materials GdLS, acrylic,
and mineral oil, ENDF models for water and polyethy-
lene were used to describe each of these target materials
in the MC. Variations between these different models in-
dividually for each Daya Bay target material produced
<1.0% changes in MC-reported total IBD rates. A free-
gas neutron scattering model produced effective target
masses roughly 2% larger than the default MC. Due to
a variety of mismatches between data and the free-gas
model MC to be described below, the free-gas model was
ruled out as a viable description of the physics in the de-
tector and not considered when calculating systematics
envelopes.
A wide variety of data-MC comparisons of calibration
and IBD data have been implemented to determine the
uncertainty in this MC-produced spill-in estimate. Spill-
in estimates from the default MC can be directly bench-
marked to data by comparing extended deployments of a
combined AmC/Ge source at a single position at the de-
tector Z-center in the LS volume 22 cm radially outward
from the GdLS edge. Given the low spill-in rate from this
position, a main background in this calibration dataset
is IBDs from reactor antineutrinos, which were reduced
by choosing a low prompt energy window (0.9-1.3 MeV)
and applying a cut on the reconstructed distance from
the source (<1 m), with the remaining IBDs statisti-
cally subtracted utilizing time-adjacent non-calibration
runs. The ratio of nGd to nH captures in this calibra-
tion dataset was found to be 4.1%, in agreement with the
default MC within 1.0%, even after including wide vari-
ations in background subtraction methods, energy cut
windows, and distance cuts.
While this calibration-based result appears quite ro-
bust, the difference in kinetic energy between AmC
source neutrons and keV-scale IBD neutrons necessitates
further studies to reliably estimate spill-in effects for IBD
interactions. In the absence of a low-energy neutron
source, indirect determination of MC spill-in accuracy
was also accomplished by comparing spill-in-correlated
IBD time and position observables between data and
MC.
The comparison between data and MC reconstructed
prompt position distributions is shown in Fig. 12. Care
has been taken in this comparison to correct for cm-
level relative differences in reconstructed IBD positions
between MC and data for the MCS measurement, which
can also cause event rate differences at large Rp,rec. With
these biases corrected, the magnitude of the MC-data
differences near the detector boundary ( R2p,rec> 1.5 m
2)
sum to ∼0.5% of the total number of IBD events shown
in bottom panel of Fig. 12. With variation of neutron
scattering models, the sums of MC-data differences for
all cases are < 0.6%, which translates to a 1.0% difference
of spill-in.
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Fig. 12. Prompt event reconstructed R2p positions
for the full sample of data and MC IBD events
with a requirement of > 3.5 MeV on the prompt
event energy to suppress the accidental back-
ground in data.
The IBD coincidence time distributions have been
compared between data and MC. Since spill-in events
originate in the LS, they tend to have longer coincidence
times and contribute heavily to the tail of the IBD coin-
cidence time distribution. This relation was determined
with a MC IBD event dataset by calculating both the
spill-in fraction and the fraction of signal events with
greater than 50 µs coincidence time for subsets of events
in common reconstructed position bins, and the result is
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shown in top of Fig. 13. The coincidence time peak-to-
tail ratios in each Rp bin were computed for both data
and MC with a requirement of > 3.5 MeV on the prompt
event energy, shown in bottom of Fig. 13. The difference
between data and MC at the boundary of GdLS region
reflects the spill-in difference. According to the relation
between capture time distortion (peak-to-tail ratio) and
the fraction of spill-in event, the spill-in fraction is eval-
uated for the data. The relative contribution of spill-
in events was found to agree between data and MC to
within 0.5% of the total event sample for a wide variety
of systematic variations including coincidence time tail
definitions, and assumed position reconstruction biases.
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Fig. 13. Top: Points show the relation be-
tween true spill-in percentage and coincidence
time peak-to-tail ratio in Monte Carlo simulation
for event groupings at common Rp,rec. The peak-
to-tail ratio compares IBD events in the (1,50)
and (50,200) µs capture time regions. A curve
is fitted to infer the spill-in fraction for the IBD
candidate dataset. Bottom: The coincidence time
peak-to-tail ratio in different bins along the ra-
dius. The spill-in percentage in each bin of data
is predicted with the relation of spill-in and peak-
to-tail ratio obtain from MC.
To provide a conservative estimate of the inaccuracy
of the IBD spill-in percentage reported by MC, the max-
imum MC-data difference observed in any of these stud-
ies, 1.0%, is used as the uncertainty in the spill-in con-
tribution to the efficiency estimate.
4.10 Target protons
The uncertainty in the number of target protons is in-
cluded with the detection efficiency uncertainties as the
IBD rate is proportional to the number of target protons.
The number of target protons in the GdLS is calculated
as
Np =M ·FH ·NA ·I1H/mH , (10)
where M is the mass of GdLS in the target, FH is the
mass fraction of hydrogen in GdLS, NA is the Avogadro
constant, I1H is the isotope abundance of
1H in natrual
hydrogen, and mH is the atomic mass of hydrogen.
The target mass was precisely measured during the
detector filling and monitored during the data taking.
The uncertainty of the target mass is 3.0 kg [33], cor-
responding to 0.015% of the 20 ton target mass. The
hydrogen mass fraction of FH = 12.02± 0.11% was ob-
tained from the combination of two sets of independent
combustion measurements, one of which is tabulated in
Ref. [33]. The combined fractional uncertainty in Np
is 0.92%. The previous reported uncertainty in Np of
0.47% [29] was incorrect.
4.11 Efficiency Summary
Calculated detection efficiencies and their related un-
certainties are listed in Table 7. The detection efficiency
common to all detectors is =80.6%. Including the effi-
ciencies that vary among detectors, as given in Table 5,
total detection efficiencies range from 64.6% to 77.2%.
The total systematic uncertainty of detection efficiencies
is δ/=1.93%.
Table 7. Summary of the detection efficiencies and
systematic uncertainties. Muon veto and multi-
plicity cut efficiencies vary between sites and have
negligible uncertainty.
Source  δ/
Target protons - 0.92%
Flasher cut 99.98% 0.01%
Capture time cut 98.70% 0.12%
Prompt energy cut 99.81% 0.10%
Gd capture fraction 84.17% 0.95%
nGd detection efficiency 92.71% 0.97%
Spill-in correction 104.86% 1.00%
Combined 80.60% 1.93%
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5 Measurement of Reactor Antineutrino
Flux
Naively, the reactor antineutrino flux can be mea-
sured directly using the Daya Bay near-site data. How-
ever, due to the relatively large size of θ13, even at the
near sites (360–500 m baselines) there is an approxi-
mately 1–2% deficit of the antineutrino flux caused by
neutrino oscillations. Therefore, far-site data are re-
quired in order to extract the value of θ13 independent
of other experiments. In this section, we describe two
methods to measure the reactor antineutrino flux from
the Daya Bay experiment. In the first method, the data
from all ADs are fit based on neutrino oscillation the-
ory and a reference reactor antineutrino flux model. The
value of sin2 2θ13 and the flux normalization R are simul-
taneously obtained from the fit, the latter being the mea-
sured reactor antineutrino flux. In the second method,
we use the measured value of sin2 2θ13 and the near-site
data only. The measured reactor antineutrino flux is
then expressed in a model-independent way in terms of
σf (cm
2/fission) and Y (cm2/day/GWth). Finally, we
combine our measurement with the past short-baseline
experiments to obtain a global average value, and com-
pare it with different model predictions.
5.1 Measurement of sin2 2θ13 and Flux Normal-
ization R
The IBD event candidates are selected as described in
Sec. 3. Figure 14 shows the daily averaged rates of IBD
candidate events per AD in the three experimental halls
as a function of time. The expected backgrounds are
subtracted and the detection efficiencies are corrected in
the figure. The measured IBD rates are highly correlated
with the reactor operations.
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Fig. 14. Daily averaged rates of IBD candidate
events per AD in the three experimental halls
as a function of time. The discontinuity from
July 2012 to Oct 2012 corresponds to the period
when the last two ADs were installed. The dotted
curves represent no-oscillation predictions based
on reactor antineutrino flux analyses and detec-
tor simulation. The predictions incorporated the
best-fit normalization parameter (R). The rates
predicted with the best-fit sin2 2θ13 are shown as
the red solid curves.
Figure 15 shows the integrated rate of the detected
ν¯e signals at each AD, divided by the no-oscillation pre-
dictions. A signal deficit of about 6% at the far hall
relative to the near halls is observed, indicating the size
of the oscillation driven by θ13. A normalization factor
R was defined to scale the signal predicted by a reac-
tor model. The value of R, together with the value of
sin2 2θ13, was simultaneously determined with a χ
2 con-
structed similarly as in Ref. [7] using only the integrated
rate information,
χ2 =
8∑
d=1
[Md−R ·Td(1+D+
∑
r
ωdrαr+d)+ηd]
2
Md+Bd
+
6∑
r=1
α2r
σ2r
+
8∑
d=1
(
2d
σ2d
+
η2d
σ2B,d
)
+
2D
σ2D
, (11)
where Md is the number of measured IBD events in the d-
th detector with backgrounds subtracted, Bd is the corre-
sponding number of background events, Td is the number
of IBD events predicted by a reactor model with neutrino
oscillations, and ωdr is the fractional IBD contribution
from the r-th reactor to the d-th detector determined by
baselines and reactor antineutrino fluxes. σr (0.9%) is
the uncorrelated reactor uncertainty, σd (0.2%) is the un-
correlated detection uncertainty, σB,d is the background
uncertainty listed in Ref. [32], and σD (1.93%) is the
correlated detection uncertainty, i.e. the uncertainty of
detection efficiency in Table 7. Their corresponding nui-
sance parameters are αr, d, ηd, and D, respectively.
We use the rate-only fit in this analysis in order to fix
the reference reactor model to its nominal value. Thus
the obtained normalization R can be directly compared
with other experiments. Fixing the reactor model does
not affect the oscillation result due to the relative mea-
surement between far and near detectors. If we add the
spectral information, we would need to include and in-
flate the model uncertainty in the fit in order not to
bias the oscillation result. Consequently, even though
we would obtain a more precise value of sin2 2θ13, the
best-fit flux of the reference reactor model would devi-
ate from its nominal value, making the comparison with
other experiments impractical.
The minimization of the rate-only χ2 defined in
Eq. 11 yields χ2/NDF = 5.7/6. The best-fit value of
sin2 2θ13 = 0.085± 0.006 is insensitive to the choice of
reactor models. The uncertainty in sin2 2θ13 is statisti-
cally dominated. The 0.9% reactor related uncertainty,
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treated as uncorrelated in the oscillation analysis in order
to avoid a bias of the sin2 2θ13 fit, is conservatively added
quadratically to the uncertainty of R, effectively treating
it as correlated among reactors in the rate measurement.
The best-fit result of R is 0.946± 0.020 (0.992± 0.021)
when compared with the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel)
model. Replacing the Mueller 238U spectrum with the
measured spectrum in Ref. [47] yields an R increased
slightly by 0.002. The contributions to the uncertainty
in R are summarized in Table 8. The uncertainty is dom-
inated by the detection uncertainty σD.
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Fig. 15. Ratio of the detected to expected non-
oscillation ν¯e signals at the 8 ADs located in three
experimental halls as a function of the effective
baseline, which is determined for each detector by
equating the multicore oscillated flux to an effec-
tive oscillated flux from a single baseline. A 6%
signal deficit at the far hall relative to the near
halls is observed, indicating the size of the θ13-
driven oscillation. The oscillation survival prob-
ability at the best-fit value is given by the red
curve. In addition, there is a 5% normalization
deficit when compared with the Huber+Mueller
model prediction. The uncertainty of the model
prediction is shown as the gray band around unity.
Two far hall points are displaced by 50 m for vi-
sual clarity.
Table 8. Summary of contributions to the total un-
certainty of the reactor antineutrino flux measure-
ment.
Uncertainty
statistics 0.1%
oscillation 0.1%
reactor 0.9%
detection efficiency 1.93%
Total 2.1%
The best-fit oscillation curve is shown in Fig. 15. Dis-
regarding the normalization, the measurement is con-
sistent within the three-neutrino paradigm. On the
other hand, the normalization is inconsistent with the
Huber+Mueller model prediction within the model un-
certainties. We will further discuss the implication in
Sec. 5.3.
5.2 Measurement of IBD Yield
In this subsection, we express the measurement in
two model-independent ways: the IBD yield per nuclear
fission (σf ), and the IBD yield per GWth per day (Y ).
σf for each AD is determined by solving the following
equation:
Md =
6∑
r=1
N fr
4piL2dr
σdfN
T
d P
dr
sur
D
d , (12)
where N fr is the predicted number of fissions from the
rth reactor core, which is calculated based on Wr (av-
erage thermal power of rth core), f isor (average fission
fraction of rth core for each isotope) and Eiso (mean en-
ergy release per fission for each isotope), integrated over
the live time of the detector:
N fr =
∫
Wr∑4
iso=1
f isor E
iso
dt. (13)
Ldr is the distance between the dth detector and the rth
reactor core. NTd is the total number of target protons
in the GdLS of each AD. The total detection efficiency,
Dd , is different for each AD because of different effects
of muon veto and multiplicity cuts on each AD. P drsur is
the survival probability given an AD-core pair, calcu-
lated using the best-fit value of sin2 2θ13 from the rate-
only analysis described in the previous subsection. Due
to the relatively large size of θ13, even at the near sites
there are on average about 1.5% rate deficits, as shown
in Fig. 15. The values of σdf for all ADs, from Eq. 12, are
summarized in Table 9. Similar to the normalization R,
the uncertainty in σdf (summarized in Table 9 as σexp) is
dominated by the correlated detection uncertainty σD.
Theoretically, σf represents the IBD cross section
convolved with the reactor antineutrino spectra from all
fission isotopes, and integrated over energy:
σf =
4∑
iso=1
fiso
∫
Siso(Eν)σ(Eν)dEν (14)
Given a reactor model that predicts the antineutrino
spectrum Siso(Eν) for each of the four main fission iso-
topes 235U, 238U, 239Pu and 241Pu, and the fission frac-
tions fiso determined by NPP operations and simula-
tions, σf can be theoretically calculated and compared
with the model-independent measurement. The ratios of
the measurement versus the Huber+Mueller model pre-
diction (RH+M), and versus the ILL+Vogel model pre-
diction (RI+V) for each AD are summarized in Table 9.
Alternatively, we can define Yd ≡ σdfN fr /Wr as the
IBD yield per GW thermal power per day. The above
expression approaches a common value Y after averag-
ing multiple fuel burnup cycles, since all the reactor cores
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have the same average fuel composition. During the 6-
AD data taking period, none of the reactor cores had
completed a burnup cycle. The differences in fuel compo-
sition cause about 2% variations in measured IBD yield
(top panel of Fig. 16). These core-to-core variations can
be corrected using known values of the fission fractions
given by Table 9. On the other hand, all the reactor cores
had roughly one full cycle during the 6-AD and 8-AD
data taking period. Therefore measurements from eight
detectors give the same value (within statistical fluctua-
tion), and core-to-core variations are negligible (bottom
panel of Fig. 16).
Table 9. Tabulated results of the flux measurement from each AD. σf is the measured cross section in units of
10−43cm2/fission. Y is the IBD yield in units of 10−18cm2/GW/day. RH+M and RI+V are the ratios of measured
flux with respect to Huber-Mueller and ILL-Vogel model predictions, respectively. σexp is the total fractional
experimental uncertainty of the flux measurement. 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu are the flux-weighted fission fractions
of each fission isotope. L is the flux-weighted baseline for each AD. Psur is the average ν¯e survival probability at
each AD. See the text for more details.
σdf ·1043 Y ·1018 RH+M RI+V σexp 235U 238U 239Pu 241Pu Ld Psur
(cm2/fission) (cm2/GW/day) (%) (m)
EH1-AD1 5.907 1.531 0.945 0.991 2.1 0.564 0.076 0.303 0.056 566 0.985
EH1-AD2 5.912 1.536 0.946 0.992 2.1 0.564 0.076 0.303 0.056 561 0.986
EH2-AD1 5.925 1.538 0.948 0.994 2.1 0.557 0.076 0.312 0.055 594 0.983
EH2-AD2 5.894 1.529 0.944 0.990 2.1 0.552 0.076 0.315 0.057 598 0.983
EH3-AD1 5.819 1.521 0.940 0.986 2.2 0.559 0.076 0.310 0.055 1635 0.934
EH3-AD2 5.858 1.540 0.946 0.992 2.2 0.559 0.076 0.310 0.055 1636 0.934
EH3-AD3 5.842 1.536 0.944 0.990 2.2 0.559 0.076 0.310 0.055 1640 0.934
EH3-AD4 5.907 1.554 0.956 1.002 2.2 0.552 0.076 0.315 0.057 1641 0.934
Table 9 further summarizes a few characteristic pa-
rameters calculated for each AD, including the average
fission fraction f isod , flux-weighted baseline Ld and aver-
age survival probability P dsur. These parameters can be
trivially obtained in the case of a single reactor core, but
require clear definitions in the multi-core case of Daya
Bay. The average fission fraction f isod is defined as fol-
lows:
f isod =
∑6
r=1
βdr ·f isor∑6
r=1
βdr
, βdr =
N fr
L2dr
(15)
where βdr is the flux-weighting factor calculated from N
f
r
and Ldr (see Eq. 12 for definition). We note that the av-
erage fission fractions for the two newly installed ADs
(EH2-AD2 and EH3-AD4) are slightly different from the
ADs at the same site, because they are seeing different re-
actor core histories with respect to other detectors. The
flux-weighted baseline Ld is defined as
1
L2d
=
∑6
r=1
N fr ·1/L2dr∑6
r=1
N fr
. (16)
Finally, the average survival probability P dsur is calcu-
lated as follows:
P dsur =
∑6
r=1
NdrP
dr
sur∑6
r=1Ndr
(17)
where Ndr is the predicted number of IBD events at the
dth AD from the rth reactor core without oscillation, and
P drsur is the average survival probability given an AD-core
pair as defined in Eq. 12.
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Fig. 16. Yield Y for the IBD events in the 6-AD
only (top) and 8-AD only (bottom) period with
corrections of 3-flavor oscillations (closed circles),
and additional corrections due to the variations
of flux-weighted fission fractions at different sites
(open squares). The horizontal line is the average
yield of the near detectors, and the gray band is
its 1σ systematic uncertainty. The rate predicted
by the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model and
its uncertainty are shown in blue (orange) region.
The measured IBD yields for each AD are plotted in
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Fig. 16. The yields are consistent among all ADs after
correcting for the small variations of fission fractions at
the different sites. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 10.
Table 10. The average IBD yields (Y and σf ) of
the near halls, the flux normalization with re-
spect to different reactor model predictions, and
the flux-weighted average fission fractions of the
near halls.
IBD Yield
Y ( cm2/GW/day) (1.53±0.03)×10−18
σf (cm
2/fission) (5.91±0.12)×10−43
Data / Prediction
R (Huber+Mueller) 0.946±0.020 (exp.)
R (ILL+Vogel) 0.992±0.021 (exp.)
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu 0.561 : 0.076 : 0.307 : 0.056
5.3 Comparison with Past Reactor Experiments
Recently, there was great interest in the so-called
“reactor antineutrino anomaly”, which arises from re-
evaluations of the reactor ν¯e flux that resulted in an
increase of the predicted ν¯e flux in the Huber+Mueller
model [24, 25]. Combining the new predictions with the
re-analysis of the past experimental data at baselines 10-
100 m suggests a ∼4-6% deficit between the measured
and the predicted reactor ν¯e flux [26, 62]. In this subsec-
tion, our measurement is compared with the past reactor
neutrino experiments.
A global fit was performed for the past reac-
tor neutrino experiments. Nineteen short-baseline
(<100 m) measurements were included using the data
from Ref. [26]. The measurements from CHOOZ [63] and
Palo Verde [64] were also included after correcting for
the standard three neutrino oscillations using the best-fit
value of sin2 2θ13 from the rate-only analysis described in
a previous subsection. The results of all 21 experiments
are summarized in Table 11. In the “ratio” column, each
measured flux was compared to the Huber+Mueller flux
prediction (in Ref. [26], the “ratio” column is calculated
with respect to the Mueller [24] model). The σerr column
summarizes the total uncertainty reported by each mea-
surement, and the σcor column summarizes the correlated
uncertainty among experiments in the same group. Both
σerr and σcor include the theoretical uncertainty of the
model prediction σmodel. At the time of those measure-
ments, all experiments reported results using a common
σmodel = 2.7% from the ILL+Vogel model. Since this
σmodel is correlated among all measurements, it is the
minimum value of σcor. Both σerr and σcor were taken
from Ref. [26] except for SRP-I, SRP-II, ROVNO88-1I,
and ROVNO88-2I. We adopted the uncertainty treat-
ment of Ref. [62] for those four experiments.
Table 11. Tabulated results of 21 past reactor antineutrino flux measurements. Experiments are categorized into
different groups with horizontal lines. Within each group, the σcor represent the correlated uncertainties among
different experiments. This table is compiled from Ref. [26, 62]. The “ratio” column shows the measured flux from
each experiment with respect to the Huber+Mueller model prediction.
# Exp. Det. type 235U 239Pu 238U 241Pu ratio σerr σcor L Psur Year
(%) (%) (m)
1 Bugey-4 3He+H2O 0.538 0.328 0.078 0.056 0.926 3.0 3.0 15 ≈1 1994
2 ROVNO91 3He+H2O 0.614 0.274 0.074 0.038 0.924 3.9 3.0 18 ≈1 1991
3 Bugey-3-I 6LiLS 0.538 0.328 0.078 0.056 0.930 4.8 4.8 15 ≈1 1995
4 Bugey-3-II 6LiLS 0.538 0.328 0.078 0.056 0.936 4.9 4.8 40 ≈1 1995
5 Bugey-3-III 6LiLS 0.538 0.328 0.078 0.056 0.860 14.1 4.8 95 ≈1 1995
6 Goesgen-I 3He+LS 0.620 0.274 0.074 0.042 0.950 6.5 6.0 38 ≈1 1986
7 Goesgen-II 3He+LS 0.584 0.298 0.068 0.050 0.976 6.5 6.0 45 ≈1 1986
8 Goesgen-III 3He+LS 0.543 0.329 0.070 0.058 0.909 7.6 6.0 65 ≈1 1986
9 ILL 3He+LS ≈1 - - - 0.786 9.5 6.0 9 ≈1 1981
10 Krasn. I 3He+PE ≈1 - - - 0.920 5.8 4.9 33 ≈1 1987
11 Krasn. II 3He+PE ≈1 - - - 0.937 20.3 4.9 92 ≈1 1987
12 Krasn. III 3He+PE ≈1 - - - 0.931 4.9 4.9 57 ≈1 1987
13 SRP-I GdLS ≈1 - - - 0.936 3.7 2.7 18 ≈1 1996
14 SRP-II GdLS ≈1 - - - 1.002 3.8 2.7 24 ≈1 1996
15 ROVNO88-1I 3He+PE 0.607 0.277 0.074 0.042 0.901 6.9 5.7 18 ≈1 1988
16 ROVNO88-2I 3He+PE 0.603 0.276 0.076 0.045 0.932 6.9 5.7 18 ≈1 1988
17 ROVNO88-1S GdLS 0.606 0.277 0.074 0.043 0.956 7.8 7.2 18 ≈1 1988
18 ROVNO88-2S GdLS 0.557 0.313 0.076 0.054 0.943 7.8 7.2 25 ≈1 1988
19 ROVNO88-3S GdLS 0.606 0.274 0.074 0.046 0.922 7.2 7.2 18 ≈1 1988
20 Palo Verde GdLS 0.600 0.270 0.070 0.060 0.959 6.0 2.7 835 0.967 2001
21 CHOOZ GdLS 0.496 0.351 0.087 0.066 0.945 4.2 2.7 1052 0.954 1999
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To calculate the global average independent of the
model uncertainty used by the past measurements, we
follow the method described in Ref. [62] by first remov-
ing σmodel from both uncertainties, and define:
σexperr =
√
σ2err−σ2model
σexpcor =
√
σ2cor−σ2model. (18)
σexperr and σ
exp
cor now represent experimental uncertainties
only. We then build a covariance matrix V exp such that
V expij = R
obs
i ·σexpi,cor ·Robsj ·σexpj,cor, (19)
where Robsi is the “ratio” column in Table 11 corrected
by the “Psur” column for the θ13-oscillation effect. R
obs
i
represents the observed rate from each measurement.
We then calculate the best-fit average ratio Rpastg by
minimizing the χ2 function defined as:
χ2(Rpastg ) = (R
past
g −Ri) ·(V expij )−1(Rpastg −Rj), (20)
where V −1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix V . This
procedure yields the best-fit result Rpastg = 0.942±0.009,
where the error is experimental only.
Since we now use the Huber+Mueller model as the
reference model, we re-evaluate the model uncertainty
using the correlated and uncorrelated uncertainty com-
ponents given by Ref. [24, 25]. Using the weighted av-
erage fission fraction from all experiments (235U : 238U
: 239Pu : 241Pu = 0.642 : 0.063 : 0.252 : 0.0425), the
model uncertainty is calculated to be 2.4%, and the final
result becomes:
Rpastg = 0.942±0.009 (exp.)±0.023 (model) (21)
Finally, we compare the Daya Bay result with the
past global average. In the previous subsection, we ob-
tained the Daya Bay measured reactor antineutrino flux
with respect to the Huber+Mueller model prediction:
RDYB = 0.946±0.020(exp.). This result is consistent with
the past global average Rpastg = 0.942±0.009(exp.). If we
include the Daya Bay result in the global fit, the new
average is Rg = 0.943±0.008(exp.)±0.023(model). The
results of the global fit and the Daya Bay measurement
are shown in Fig. 17.
The consistency between Daya Bay’s measurement
and past experiments suggests that the origin of the “re-
actor antineutrino anomaly” is from the theoretical side.
Either the uncertainties of the theoretical models that
predict the reactor antineutrino flux are underestimated
or more intriguingly, there exists an additional neutrino
oscillation that suppresses the reactor antineutrino flux
within a few meters from the reactor. Such an oscillation
would imply the existence of one or more eV-mass-scale
sterile neutrinos. To investigate this tantalizing possibil-
ity, future short baseline (10 m) experiments are required
to observe the L/E dependence of such an oscillation.
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Fig. 17. The measured reactor ν¯e rate as a function
of the distance from the reactor, normalized to the
theoretical prediction of Huber+Mueller model.
The rate is corrected by 3-flavor neutrino oscil-
lations at the distance of each experiment. The
purple shaded region represents the global aver-
age and its 1σ uncertainty. The 2.4% model un-
certainty is shown as a band around unity. The
measurements at the same baseline are combined
together for clarity. The Daya Bay measurement
is shown at the flux-weighted baseline (573 m) of
the two near halls.
6 Measurement of Reactor Antineutrino
Spectrum
In this section, we extend the study from reactor an-
tineutrino flux to its energy spectrum. The measured
prompt energy spectra from the four near-site ADs were
summed and compared with the predictions. The detec-
tor response of the Daya Bay ADs was studied and used
to convert the predicted antineutrino spectrum to the
prompt energy spectrum for comparison. A discrepancy
was found in the energy range between 4 and 6 MeV with
a maximum local significance of 4.4 σ. The discrepancy
and possible reasons for it were investigated.
6.1 Detector Response
The predicted antineutrino flux and spectrum were
calculated via the procedure described in Sec. 2. At
each AD, the reactor antineutrino survival probability
was taken into account with the best fit oscillation pa-
rameters, sin2 2θ13 = 0.084 and |∆m2ee|= 2.42×10−3 eV2,
based on the oscillation analysis of the same dataset [32].
The relation of the antineutrino spectrum S(Eν¯e) and the
reconstructed prompt energy spectrum S(Ep) can be ex-
pressed as,
S(Ep) =
∫
S(Eν¯e)R(Eν¯e ,Ep)dEν¯e (22)
where R(Eν¯e ,Ep) is the detector energy response and can
be thought of as a response matrix, which maps each an-
tineutrino energy to a spectrum of reconstructed prompt
energies. The energy response includes four main effects:
the IBD prompt energy shift, IAV effect, non-linearity,
and energy resolution, which are studied in the following.
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6.1.1 IBD Prompt Energy Shift
The antineutrino energy is transferred to a positron
and a neutron via the IBD reaction, ν¯e+ + p → e+ +n.
The positron kinetic energy is
Te+ =Eν¯e−(Mn+Me−Mp)−Tn, (23)
where Eν¯e is energy of the antineutrino, Mn, Mp and Me
are the neutron, proton and electron masses, and Tn is
the kinetic energy of the neutron. The visible prompt
energy is related to the antineutrino energy as
Ep =Te+ +1.022 MeV =Eν¯e−0.78 MeV−Tn. (24)
The positron annihilation produces two gammas with
total energy 1.022 MeV. The shift is approximately
0.78 MeV, with a small correction from Tn, which has
an average value of ∼10 keV for reactor antineutrinos.
The kinetic energies of the positron and the neutron are
calculated based on the formula in [50] at the first order
in 1/M , where M is the nucleon mass.
6.1.2 IAV Effect
In the Daya Bay ADs, the inner and outer acrylic
vessels, as well as the supporting acrylic ribs are non-
scintillating material. In particular, when IBD reactions
occur around or in the acrylic, the generated positrons
and the annihilation γ-rays are likely to lose energy in the
acrylic without producing scintillation light. This effect
will reduce the visible energy and distort the prompt en-
ergy spectrum. This effect is called the IAV effect as most
of the events that lose energy in acrylic cluster around
the inner acrylic vessel.
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Fig. 18. The IAV effect from the Geant4 simula-
tion. For a small number of events, energy loss
in the IAV reduces the energy deposited in the
LS and GdLS so that it is less than the positron
kinetic energy plus the 1.022 MeV from annihila-
tion.
To study the IAV effect, simulated IBD reactions
were uniformly generated based on the density of the
target protons in the detector materials and determined
the corresponding deposited energy. From the MC truth
information, 13% of IBD events lose more than 50 keV in
the acrylic vessel, which yields Evis < Te+ +1.022 MeV.
Figure 18 shows the deposited energy versus (Te+ +
1.022 MeV) to illustrate the effect of the IAV on the
IBD prompt events. Some positrons lose all of their ki-
netic energy in the acrylic vessel but the two annihilation
γ-rays escape to the scintillator. In this case, a deposited
energy of about 1.022 MeV will be detected, which en-
hances the deposited energy spectrum at around 1 MeV
as shown in Fig. 18. The uncertainty of the IAV effect
is studied by comparing the simulation results with the
IAV thickness varying within a range of 0.4 mm. The
induced uncertainty on the prompt energy spectrum was
estimated to be 4% below 1.25 MeV, dropping rapidly
to 0.1% at higher energies.
6.1.3 Non-linearity
The energy response of the antineutrino detector is
not linear due to the effects originating from the scin-
tillator and the electronics. These two effects, both at
a level of 10%, are parameterized with two functions,
fscint and felec. The scintillator non-linearity is related
to the ionization quenching, which is modeled by Birks’
formula, and Cherenkov light emission. The electronics
non-linearity is introduced by the loss of the slow scintil-
lation light in a limited charge collection time-window.
It is modeled using an exponential as a function of to-
tal visible energy based on the scintillation light timing
profile and a charge collection study [65].
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Fig. 19. Estimated energy response of the detec-
tors to positrons, including both kinetic and anni-
hilation gamma energy (red solid curve). Gamma
rays from both deployed and intrinsic sources
as well as spallation 12B β decay determined
the model, and provided an envelope of curves
consistent with the data within a 68.3% C.L.
(grey band). An independent estimate using the
beta+gamma energy spectra from 212Bi, 214Bi,
208Tl, as well as the Michel electron spectrum pro-
duced a consistent result (blue dashed line).
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The non-linearity model includes five parameters: de-
tector energy scale, Birks’ constant, relative contribution
from Cherenkov light, and the amplitude and decay con-
stant of the electronics model. The parameters are de-
termined by a combined χ2 fit to the mono-energetic γ
lines of calibration sources and continuous β spectrum
of 12B produced by the muon spallation inside the AD.
The Geant4 simulation is used to build the relation of
non-linearity response of different particle species, such
as gamma, e+ and e−. The IBD positron non-linearity
response derived from the best fit parameters is shown in
Fig 19. The uncertainty band is constructed by consid-
ering calibration and model uncertainties. The positron
non-linearity response was validated using the Michel
electron spectrum from muon decay at rest and the con-
tinuous β+γ spectra from internal radioactive β decays
of 212Bi, 214Bi and 208Tl (see Ref. [32] for detailed non-
linearity treatment). The non-linearity uncertainty has a
negligible effect on the measured oscillation parameters
because it is treated as correlated for all ADs.
6.1.4 Energy Resolution
The detector energy resolution was studied by a vari-
ety of calibration sources deployed at the detector center,
IBD and spallation neutrons, and alpha sources from ra-
dioactivity. For each source, the reconstructed energy is
measured and the width and the energy of the peak are
obtained from fits with Gaussian function to the peak of
the energy distribution. The results from both MC and
experimental data are shown in Fig. 20.
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Fig. 20. Energy resolution for a variety of calibra-
tion sources as well as the IBD neutron capture
gamma peaks for both MC and data. The pa-
rameters in the energy resolution function were
extracted by fitting the calibration energy peaks
and widths. Alpha source data were used to cross-
check the result. The naked gamma sources are
also simulated.
The relative energy resolution of an antineutrino de-
tector as a function of energy is parameterized by
σE
E
=
√
a2 +
b2
E
+
c2
E2
, (25)
where σE is the uncertainty of the reconstructed energy
distribution, E is the peak of the distribution,and a, b
and c are three parameters that quantify the contribution
from spatial resolution of reconstructed energy, photon
statistics, and PMT dark noise, respectively [66]. The
parameters in Eq. 25 were studied by fitting the energy
resolution of the calibration sources as well as IBD and
spallation neutrons, uniformly distributed in GdLS. The
internal radioactive alpha sources were used to cross-
check the result. Naked gamma sources are also sim-
ulated for comparison, and they have better energy reso-
lution than the calibration data because they do not in-
clude the source shielding and calibration source deploy-
ment apparatus. The best fit parameters are a= 0.016,
b= 0.081 MeV
1
2 and c= 0.026 MeV when the energy is
given in the units of MeV. A variation of the parame-
ters within the uncertainties has negligible effects on the
prompt spectrum when it is smeared, therefore the un-
certainty of energy resolution is neglected in the analysis.
6.1.5 Energy Response Matrix
After taking into account the above effects, the detec-
tor response matrix (Eq. 22) can be constructed to map
the reconstructed energy to the antineutrino energy.
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Fig. 21. The detector response matrix used to
map antineutrino energy to the reconstructed en-
ergy. The IBD energy shift, IAV effect, non-
linearity, and energy resolution are included.
Two methods were used to evaluate the energy re-
sponse matrix. The first method estimates the IAV
effect, non-linearity, and energy resolution step-by-step
using analytical methods as described above. The sec-
ond method constructs the response matrix using a full-
detector simulation based on Geant4 [56]. The detector
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geometry and material properties used in simulation are
precisely determined by the various surveys and stan-
dalone measurements. As an example, the thickness of
the inner acrylic is measured with a precision of 0.4 mm,
which allows for a small uncertainty of the IAV effect.
The Birks’ constant of ionization quenching is tuned by
benchmark data using a small sample of Daya Bay GdLS,
and by comparing non-linearity from calibration sources
in the ADs between data and MC. The energy calibration
and reconstruction process of MC data follows the same
procedure as applied to the measured data. Figure 21
shows the detector response matrix which is constructed
using the map of reconstructed energy and the input an-
tineutrino energy in MC.
Both methods produced consistent response matrices
for the prompt energy above 1.25 MeV. The uncertainty
below 1.25 MeV was inflated to cover the difference of
10% between the two methods.
6.2 Spectral Comparison
To quantify the discrepancy between the measured
and predicted spectra, the uncertainties in both spec-
tra were estimated. Besides the statistical uncertainty,
the systematic uncertainties include reactor-related un-
certainty, detector-related uncertainty and background-
related uncertainty. The reactor related uncertainty pre-
sented in Sec. 2 is propagated to the prompt energy spec-
trum when converting the antineutrino energy spectrum
to the prompt energy spectrum. The uncertainty of the
detection efficiency is assumed to be independent of en-
ergy, and therefore does not impact the spectral shape.
The uncertainty of the IAV effect on the prompt energy
spectrum is 4% below 1.25 MeV and rapidly drops to
0.1% above 1.25 MeV. The uncertainty of non-linearity
shown as the error band in Fig. 19 is propagated to the
prompt energy spectrum when applying the non-linearity
effect to generate the predicted spectrum. Five major
sources of background are identified in the Daya Bay de-
tectors. They are the accidental background, cosmogenic
9Li and 8He beta-decays, fast neutrons, Am-C neutron
sources, and 13C(α, n)16O reactions. The background
uncertainty is incorporated when subtracting the back-
ground from the measured spectrum.
To incorporate statistical, reactor-related, detector-
related and background-related uncertainties, a covari-
ance matrix V was constructed as
V =V stat+V sys, (26)
where V stat is the statistical component, and V sys is the
shape-only systematic component. The statistical com-
ponent has only diagonal terms and is calculated analyt-
ically. Large samples of prompt spectra were generated
to include the fluctuation due to various systematic un-
certainties from the reactor, detector energy response,
and background uncertainties. The elements in the co-
variance matrix of the systematic component were cal-
culated as
V sysij =
1
N expts
Nexpts∑
(N rani −Nnomi )(N ranj −Nnomj ), (27)
where N expts is the number of toy MC samples,
N ran(nom)i is the random (nominal) predicted number
of events at the prompt energy bin i. Total number
of events in the random predicted spectra are normal-
ized to the nominal prediction. Finally, the total co-
variance matrix was calculated by summing these two
components, V = V stat +V sys. Figure 22 shows the el-
ements of the correlation matrix, Vij/
√
ViiVjj , and the
fractional size of the diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix, Vii/N
pred
i , for each component. The uncertainty
is dominated by the reactor and the detector systematic
uncertainties.
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set: the elements of the correlation matrix,
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ViiVjj for the total uncertainty.
A χ2 was defined to test the compatibility of the ob-
served prompt energy spectrum with the predictions,
χ2 =
∑
i,j
(Nobsi −Npredi )(V −1)ij(Nobsj −Npredj ), (28)
where Nobs(pred)i is the observed(predicted) number of
events at the i-th prompt energy bin and V is the co-
variance matrix that includes all the statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties. Figure 23A shows a comparison
of the observed near-site prompt energy spectrum with
the prediction. The predicted spectrum was normalized
to the measurement. A clear discrepancy between the
data and the prediction near 5 MeV is observed, while
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the agreement is reasonable in other energy regions. A
comparison to the Huber+Mueller model yields a χ2/dof
of 46.6/24 in the full energy range from 0.7 to 12 MeV,
corresponding to a 2.9 σ discrepancy. The ILL+Vogel
model shows a similar level of discrepancy from the data.
Another compatibility test was performed with a
modified fitting algorithm. In this method, N(=number
of prompt energy bins) free-floating nuisance parameters
are introduced to the oscillation parameter fit to adjust
the normalization for each bin, as described in [65]. The
compatibility was tested by evaluating
∆χ2 =χ2(standard)−χ2(N extra parameters) (29)
for N degrees of freedom. We obtained ∆χ2/N =
50.1/25, which is consistent with the results obtained
by the first method using Eq. 28.
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Fig. 23. (A) Comparison of predicted and mea-
sured prompt energy spectra. The prediction is
based on the Huber+Mueller model and normal-
ized to the number of measured events. The error
bars on the data points represent the statistical
uncertainty. The hatched and red filled bands rep-
resent the square-root of diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix (
√
(Vii)) for the reactor related
and the full systematic uncertainties, respectively.
(B) Ratio of the measured prompt energy spec-
trum to the predicted spectrum (Huber+Mueller
model). (C) The defined χ2 distribution (χ˜i) of
each bin (black solid curve) and local p-values for
1 MeV energy windows (magenta dashed curve).
See Eq. 30 and relevant text for the definitions.
6.3 Quantification of the Local Deviation
The ratio of the measured to predicted energy spectra
is shown in Fig. 23B. The spectral discrepancy around 5
MeV prompt energy is clearly visible. Two approaches
are adopted to evaluate the significance of this discrep-
ancy. The first method evaluates the χ2 contribution of
each energy bin,
χ˜i =
Nobsi −Npredi
|Nobsi −Npredi |
√∑
j
χ2ij ,
χ2ij = (N
obs
i −Npredi )(V −1)ij(Nobsj −Npredj ). (30)
By definition,
∑
i
χ˜2i is equal to the value of χ
2 defined in
Eq. 28. As shown in Fig. 23C, an enhanced contribution
is visible around 5 MeV.
In the second approach, the significance of the de-
viation is evaluated based on the modified oscillation
analysis similar to Eq. 29. Instead of allowing all the
N nuisance parameters to be free floating, only parame-
ters within a selected energy window are varied in the fit.
The difference between minimum χ2s before and after in-
troducing these nuisance parameters within the selected
energy window was used to evaluate the p-value of the
local variation from the predictions. The p-values with
1 MeV sliding energy window are shown in Fig. 23C. The
local significance for a discrepancy is greater than 4 σ at
the highest point around 5 MeV. In addition, the local
significance for the 2 MeV window between 4 and 6 MeV
were evaluated. We obtained a ∆χ2/N value of 37.4/8,
which corresponds to the p-value of 9.7× 10−6(4.4 σ).
Comparing with the ILL+Vogel model shows a similar
level of local discrepancy between 4 and 6 MeV.
The excess between 4 and 6 MeV was ∼1.5% of the
total observed IBD candidates. An excess of events in
a same energy range was not observed in the spallation
12B beta decay spectrum, ruling out detector effects as
an explanation. Adding a simple beta-decay branch or a
mono-energetic peak cannot reproduce the observed ex-
cess, indicating that it cannot be explained by a simple
background contribution. Contributions from other in-
teraction channels (e.g. ν¯e+
13C) were investigated and
were found to be too small to account for the excess. The
events in the energy region around 5 MeV are carefully
examined: the neutron capture time, the delayed energy
spectrum, and the distance distribution for the delayed
neutron capture signal were found to match IBD event
characteristics. The vertex distribution of the prompt
signal was found to be uniform and consistent with IBD
events.
Figure 24 shows the event rate versus time in the
energy window of 4.5-5.5 MeV and other windows.
The strong correlation indicates that the excess around
5 MeV is proportional to the reactor antineutrino flux.
Therefore, it strongly suggests that the deviation is due
to the imperfect modelling of the reactor antineutrino
spectrum. A recent ab initio calculation of the antineu-
trino spectrum showed a similar deviation from previous
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predictions in the 4-6 MeV energy region [46], and identi-
fied prominent fission daughter isotopes as a potential ex-
planation. Similar discussions can be found in Ref. [67].
Furthermore, a recent evaluation of uncertainties in for-
bidden decays suggests an additional ∼5% uncertainty in
both the rate and spectral shape of reactor antineutrino
flux models using beta-to-antineutrino conversions [27],
which may be another source of the discrepancy.
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Fig. 24. History of the event rates in the region
of the excess (4.5 MeV< Ee+ < 5.5 MeV, black)
and outside this region are shown in the top panel.
The fractional rates of the various energy windows
are shown in the lower panel. The flat distribu-
tion indicates that the event rate in the region
of 4.5-5.5 MeV is proportional to the reactor an-
tineutrino flux.
7 Generic Antineutrino Spectrum of
IBD Reactions
Since the predicted and measured prompt energy
spectra have some discrepancies, it can be useful to ex-
tract an antineutrino spectrum weighted by the IBD
cross section using the measured prompt energy spec-
trum at Daya Bay. The unfolded antineutrino spectrum
can be used as a model-independent input for reactor an-
tineutrino flux and spectra prediction for future reactor
antineutrino experiments.
7.1 Solutions of Linear Inverse Problems
A measured quantity (such as the energy spectrum)
usually includes various detector effects, such as finite
energy resolution and the limited acceptance of the de-
tector. Therefore, a correction or a transformation of the
measured spectrum is necessary to deduce the true en-
ergy spectrum without the specific detector effects. The
result allows for a direct comparison with other exper-
iments and theoretical predictions. The transformation
from measured to true spectrum is called unfolding and
belongs to the class of linear inverse problems. It re-
quires a thorough understanding of the detector physics
response. Due to the properties of the detector response,
e.g. finite energy resolution, the inverse problem is ill-
posed: a small fluctuation of the measured spectrum can
result in a large change of the unfolded result. Non-
proper solution by simple inversion yields unstable re-
sults. The singular value decomposition (SVD) regular-
ization method [68], i.e. the standard unfolding method
for the linear inverse problem, discussed below, is used
for obtaining the antineutrino spectrum at Daya Bay.
Alternative methods are also discussed and the results
are cross-checked.
7.2 Unfolding with Different Methods
7.2.1 SVD and Generalized Inverse of Response Matrix
The solution of a linear inverse problem of the type
Ax= y (where A is the detector response matrix, x is the
true distribution vector of n dimensions, y is the mea-
sured distribution vector of m dimensions) requires the
construction of the generalized inverse matrix, A# (A−1
in the case of square matrix). The case of m = n can
be solved simply by matrix inversion. In practice, y has
statistical fluctuations, and a simple matrix inversion re-
sults in large fluctuations in x and negative correlations
between bins of x. One method, along the idea of a least
squares fit, is to minimize
||Ax−y||2 = (Ax−y)TV −1y (Ax−y), (31)
where Vy is the covariance matrix for the measurement of
y. A larger dimension for the measurement, i.e. m>n,
would lead to a more precise solution.
The SVD method is an orthogonalization method ap-
plied to them-by-nmatrix A. As a prerequisite, a scaling
process is applied to the equations Ax = y: the rows of
A and y are both divided by the error vector of y. (The
scaled matrix and vector are still written as A and y for
convenience.) The SVD of the m-by-n matrix A with
m>n is expressed:
A=UΣV T =
n∑
i=1
uiσiv
T
i , (32)
where U and V are m×m and n×n orthogonal matrices
(UTU = I, V TV = I), ui and vi are the corresponding
vectors, while Σ is an m×n diagonal matrix with non-
negative diagonal elements. The singular values σi of Σ
are ordered and positive. Using the SVD matrices U , Σ
and V , a generalized inverse A# of the matrix A can be
defined by
A# =V Σ−1UT (33)
with A#A= V Σ−1UT U˙ΣV T = I. Multiplying the equa-
tion Ax= y by the generalized inverse A#, the vector x
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is obtained by
x= (V Σ−1UT )y=
n∑
j=1
1
σj
cjvj (34)
with coefficient cj = y
Tuj . The covariance matrix for the
estimate of x is given by
Vx =
n∑
j=1
1
σ2j
vjv
T
j . (35)
For the case of an n-by-n matrix A, the orthogonal-
ization is a simple diagonalization:
(ATV −1y A)x = (A
TV −1y y), (36)
Cx = b,
where C = (ATV −1y A) and b = (A
TV −1y )y. C is then
diagonalized
C =UΛUT , (37)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues λj . The
final solution after transformation is
x=UΛ−1/2(Λ−1/2UT )b=
n∑
j=1
1√
λj
cjuj (38)
with coefficient cj = 1/
√
λj(b
Tuj). The corresponding
expression for the covariance matrix Vx is given by
Vx =
n∑
j=1
1
λj
uju
T
j . (39)
However, due to the properties of the response ma-
trix A, the singular values (or eigenvalues) typically span
many orders of magnitude. The larger singular values
represent the dominant components of the detector re-
sponse matrix, however the small singular values would
dominate the result if included in the solution. The
standard technique to reduce or suppress the contribu-
tion from the smaller eigenvalues is the regularization
method, which does not introduce a bias if the regular-
ization parameter is well defined and the response matrix
A is known.
For the Daya Bay experiment, the inputs of the linear
inverse problem are the measured prompt energy spec-
tra and the detector response matrix. The measurement
vector y is the sum of the prompt energy spectra of the
four near-site ADs weighted by their target mass relative
to average target mass (Mn) of all ADs:
Scombined(Eprompt) =
4∑
i=1
Si(Eprompt)Mn/Mi, (40)
where Eprompt is the bin center of the prompt energy
spectra at each bin. The covariance matrix Vy is com-
posed of the statistical, systematic and background un-
certainties described in Sec. 6. The response matrix A
is constructed by either of the two methods as described
in Sec. 6.
With the SVD method, the linear inverse problem
is solved by a linear transformation of the measured
prompt energy spectra. This transformation is realized
by the generalized inverse A# of the response matrix A.
The construction of this generalized inverse allows the
use of the standard method for propagating uncertain-
ties. The resulting covariance matrix of the unfolded
result necessarily describes the correlations between bins
of the unfolded spectrum.
7.2.2 Regularization Method
The exact solution of the linear system is equivalent
to the minimization of
χ2(x) = (Ax−y)TV −1y (Ax−y). (41)
A simple method of regularization is the truncation of
the diagonalized matrix to exclude huge 1/σi compo-
nents in solution x, which is equivalent to ignoring the
insignificant components of the detector response ma-
trix. Though simple truncation is better than keeping
all j, this introduces biases which are difficult to control.
One of the usual choices, used in high energy physics, is
requiring that the regularized solution be smooth. Tech-
nically, this requirement is introduced into the χ2 mini-
mization condition by adding an extra term[68, 69]:
χ2(x) = (Ax−y)TV −1y (Ax−y)+τ(Cx)TCx. (42)
The parameter τ plays the role of the Lagrange mul-
tiplier in the new conditional minimization problem. A
small value of τ has a weak regularization effect, the cor-
relations between bins remain mainly negative, and the
result is still dominated by a large statistical fluctuation.
A very large value of τ reduces the statistical fluctuation
but introduces positive correlations between bins of the
solution.
For the regularization method, it is important to
choose a proper regularization parameter τ . Usually
Monte Carlo samples with different statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties are analyzed to obtain the optimal
regularization parameter. For unfolding the measured
prompt energy spectrum with the same statistics as our
data set (∼ 1 million IBD events), an unfolding pack-
age based on RooUnfold[70], and TSVD in ROOT is
developed and used. In RooUnfold, a positive integer,
k, acts as the regularization parameter. To determine
a proper k value, different toy MC samples of prompt
energy spectra were generated by folding different true
antineutrino energy spectra with one detector response
matrix. Two nominal true antineutrino energy spectra
were constructed: one with the Huber+Mueller model
and the other with the ‘model’ of a recent ab initio cal-
culations [46]. The true antineutrino spectrum samples
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were generated by varying the nominal spectrum accord-
ing to its systematic uncertainties. Each sampled true
spectrum was folded with the detector response matrix
to become a true prompt energy spectrum. Then, each
bin was varied with its statistical uncertainty. The en-
ergy range and number of bins of the sampled prompt
energy spectra were the same as the measured spectra.
A least squares method was defined to determine the
regularization parameter k:
χ2 =
n∑
i=1
(xitrue−xiunfold)2
V iix
, (43)
where xitrue is the bin content of the true antineutrino
spectrum, xiunfold is the bin content of the unfolded spec-
trum, which was generated from the corresponding xtrue,
and V iix is the i-th diagonal element of the covariance ma-
trix given by the unfolding. A k value scan for xunfold
was carried out during unfolding to find the minimum
χ2. The best k value was found to be 15, for the ∼
1 million IBD candidates, and when the nominal true
antineutrino distribution was constructed with the Hu-
ber+Mueller model. The best k value is not sensitive to
the choice of the reactor antineutrino spectrum model,
but becomes smaller as the size of the sample increases.
Once the regularization parameter k was determined
with the input of the measured prompt spectrum of
Eq. 40, its full covariance matrix, and the detector re-
sponse matrix from Geant4 MC simulation, the true
antineutrino energy spectrum Scombined(E) and its co-
variance matrix Vcombined(E) were obtained by unfolding
with the SVD regularization method, shown in Fig 25.
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trum using the combined prompt energy spectrum
in the four near site ADs, and its covariance ma-
trix (inset). The content of last bin is the integral
up to 12 MeV.
7.2.3 Bias Estimation
An important requirement of unfolding is to mini-
mize the bias. The bias of each bin is defined as the
average difference between the true and unfolded distri-
bution sample pairs, written as < |xt - xu|>. True an-
tineutrino spectrum samples were generated and used for
the bias estimation, including different reactor antineu-
trino models, different statistics, different bin numbers,
and different sample sizes. Bias estimation was processed
with the same bin width and statistics of the experimen-
tal data. The bias of each bin is illustrated in Fig. 26.
Between 2.75 and 6.5 MeV, the bias is 0.5%, which is
comparable to the statistical uncertainty. The bias in-
creases outside this region due to the lower statistics.
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Fig. 26. Bias of unfolding in each bin with SVD
regularization method.
To have zero bias during unfolding, the condition is
that the detector response matrix is exactly known. As
mentioned in Sec. 6, there are two methods to construct
the response matrix: analytical and full Geant4 MC sim-
ulation. With one antineutrino spectrum as input, the
two matrices generate two prompt spectra with 0.5%
bin-by-bin differences. We used both matrices during
bias estimation to obtain conservative results; i.e., using
one matrix for the folding process to generate the true
prompt energy spectrum samples, and the other matrix
for the unfolding process to obtain the corresponding an-
tineutrino energy spectra. If the folding and unfolding
processes use the same matrix, the bias is reduced when
the statistics of the samples increase, and is negligible
for 1 million events.
7.2.4 Iterative Methods
Another common way to unfold is using iterative
methods. Iterative methods have advantages for ob-
taining the true distributions of multiple dimensions,
but require a starting value. One typical example is
the Bayesian iterative method [71]. An initial guess
of the antineutrino spectrum can be set as the start-
ing value, which is updated iteratively by a calculation
that takes into account the response matrix and the ob-
served prompt spectrum. The iteration is stopped when
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the change in the antineutrino spectrum is small enough.
This method has an implicit regularization property, i.e.
the number of iterations is similar to the regulariza-
tion parameter in the SVD regularization method. The
summed prompt spectrum of the four ADs was also un-
folded by the Bayesian iterative method, with the re-
sponse matrix obtained by the Geant4 MC simulation
method. Figure 27 compares the unfolded antineutrino
spectrum obtained with the Bayesian method and the
SVD regularization method. The two methods yield con-
sistent results and the difference below 8 MeV is negligi-
ble compared with the spectrum uncertainty.
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Fig. 27. Comparison of unfolding result with the
SVD regularization method and the Bayesian it-
erative method.
7.3 Antineutrino Spectrum Weighted by the
IBD Cross Section
7.3.1 Normalization of Antineutrino Spectrum
Weighted by the IBD Cross Section
A generic reactor antineutrino spectrum for the IBD
reaction was extracted from the measurement to pro-
vide a model-independent input for predicting reactor
antineutrino flux and spectra. The detector response
effects were removed by unfolding the combined prompt
spectrum Scombined(Eprompt) to an antineutrino spectrum
Scombined(E) for IBD reactions (Fig. 25). Oscillation ef-
fects were also removed and each bin of the antineutrino
spectrum was normalized to cm2/fission/MeV using re-
actor information, which can be directly compared with
the isotope spectra weighted by the IBD cross section.
The generic antineutrino spectrum is expressed as
Sgeneric(E) =
Scombined(E)
Psur(E,L)NPFtotal
, (44)
where Psur(E,L) is the average survival probability of
the ν¯e calculated with the fluxes from the six reactors to
the four detectors, NP is the number of target protons
in the average target mass Mn, and Ftotal is a normaliza-
tion factor based on the baseline-weighted total number
of fissions.
The average survival probability Psur(E,L) is ob-
tained by weighting the antineutrino contributions Bdr
from different reactors r to each detector d,
Bdr =Sdr(Eν)/Sd(Eν), (45)
where Sdr(Eν) and Sd(Eν) are the expected antineutrino
spectrum with contributions from each reactor and from
all reactors, calculated using Eq. 5 and Eq. 6. The aver-
age survival probability Psur(E,L) is then
Psur(E,L) =
∑
d
Sd(Eν)
∑
r
BdrP
dr
sur(E,Ldr)∑
d
Sd(Eν)
, (46)
where Ldr is the baseline between the r-th reactor to d-th
detector; P drsur(E,Ldr) is the survival probability of an-
tineutrinos after travelling from the r-th reactor to the
d-th detector. The oscillation probability is calculated
using the oscillation parameters in the oscillation analy-
sis of the same data set [32].
The normalization factor Ftotal for all four ADs con-
tributed from six reactors is calculated as
Ftotal =
∑
d
∑
r
∑
t
1
4piL2dr
W tr∑
i
αtirei
d, (47)
where W tr is the average power of the t-th week; α
t
ir is
the weekly fission fraction of i-th isotope; ei is the fis-
sion energy; d is the detection efficiency of each AD,
which is the multiplication of the detection efficiency of
d-th detector, which is the product of the IBD detection
efficiency of all ADs, 0= 80.6%, the weekly multiplic-
ity cut and muon veto efficiencies (m and µ), and the
weekly live time. The uncertainty of NPFtotal is not de-
pendent on the antineutrino energy and only contributes
to the rate uncertainty of the generic spectrum. The rate
uncertainty is 2.0%, which is contributed from the uncer-
tainties of the efficiencies (1.93%) listed in Table 7, the
fission energy (0.2%), and the reactor power and fission
fractions (0.5%).
From Eqs. 44–47, the normalized reactor antineutrino
spectrum measured at the two near sites is obtained. The
obtained generic antineutrino spectrum is shown in the
top panel of Fig. 28. The values of the spectrum and the
covariance matrix are shown in Tables 12 and 13 in the
appendix. The middle panel of Fig. 28 is the ratio of the
generic reactor antineutrino spectrum to the prediction
using the isotope spectra of the Huber+Mueller model
and the effective fission fractions listed in Table 10. The
bottom panel of Fig. 28 shows the ratio of the spectrum
obtained in the 6+8 AD period to that in the 6 AD pe-
riod [29]. The deviation of the ratio from one is due to
the difference of fission fractions in the two data period
and the statistic fluctuation. The average deficit is equal
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to the overall flux deficit reported in Sec. 5. The bump
in the 5-7 MeV antineutrino energy corresponds to that
in the 4-6 MeV prompt energy in Fig. 23. The corre-
lation matrix of the generic spectrum is obtained from
its covariance matrix, which is calculated by both toy
MC sampling method, and standard error propagation
with matrices. Figure 29 shows the correlation matrix of
the generic spectrum and its components for the energy-
dependent uncertainties.
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Fig. 28. (A) The antineutrino spectrum weighted
by the IBD cross section. The last bin is in-
tegrated up to 12MeV. (B) Ratio of the ex-
tracted reactor antineutrino spectrum to the Hu-
ber+Mueller prediction. The error bars of the
data points are the square-roots of the diagonal
elements of the antineutrino spectrum covariance
matrix. The solid red band represents the square-
roots of the diagonal elements of the prediction
covariance matrix, including both reactor and Hu-
ber+Mueller model uncertainties. (C) the ratio of
the spectra from the 6+8 AD periods used in this
analysis and the 6 AD period used in the previous
analysis [29].
7.3.2 Possible Application of Generic Antineutrino
Spectrum
The generic antineutrino spectrum has been weighted
by the IBD cross sections. Other reactor neutrino exper-
iments not utilizing the IBD reaction can remove the
IBD weighting factor to obtain the antineutrino spec-
trum from the reactor. IBD reaction experiments could
directly use the generic spectrum to predict the antineu-
trino spectrum with IBD cross section SA in their exper-
iment. A simplified example is:
SA =Sdyb+
∑
i
(fAi−fdybi)Smodi , (48)
where Sdyb is the generic spectrum from the Daya Bay,
i.e. Sgeneric(E), fdyb and fA are the effective fission
fractions of the Daya Bay experiment and the reactor
antineutrino experiment A; and Smod are the isotope
antineutrino spectra from models, such as ILL+Vogel,
Huber+Mueller, etc. SA could then replace the isotope
spectra related part
∑
i
Smodiei in the calculation of the
spectrum prediction presented in Sec. 2. The idea of this
application depends on the condition that the effective
fission fractions of different reactor antineutrino experi-
ments, i.e. fdyb and fA are small; therefore, corrections
from
∑
i
(fAi−fdybi)Smodi would be relatively small, and
SA will be dominated by the measurement result Sdyb
rather than reactor models.
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Fig. 29. Each component of the energy-dependent
uncertainties for the generic spectrum. The inner
plot shows the correlation matrix of the generic
spectrum.
8 Summary
After the final two detectors were installed in the
Daya Bay experiment, an additional 404 days of data
had been taken. Including the previous 217 days of
data taken by six ADs, more than 1.2 million IBDs
were detected by the Daya Bay experiment. The in-
verse beta decay (IBD) selection efficiency was found to
be 80.6% with a relative uncertainty of 1.93% based on
a detailed study of the detector performance. The mea-
sured IBD yield is (1.53±0.03)×10−18 cm2/GW/day or
(5.91±0.12)×10−43 cm2/fission. The ratio of measured
flux to the predictions is 0.946±0.020 (0.992±0.021) for
the Huber+Mueller (ILL+Vogel) model, which is consis-
tent with the global average of previous short baseline
experiments. In addition, the predicted and measured
spectra were compared, and a deviation of 2.9 σ was
found. Particularly, an excess of events was found in
the region of 4-6 MeV with a local significance of 4.4 σ.
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Further investigation on the excess of events reveals pos-
sible problems in the reactor antineutrino flux predic-
tions. A reactor antineutrino spectrum weighted by the
IBD cross section was extracted from the measurement
at Daya Bay, providing a model-independent input for
future reactor antineutrino experiments.
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Appendix
Table 12. Generic antineutrino spectrum weighted by the IBD cross section. The spectrum is plotted in Panel A in
Fig. 28 .
ν¯e Energy (MeV) cm2/fission/MeV ×10−46
1.8–2.125 344.19
2.125–2.375 770.96
2.375–2.625 1080.9
2.625–2.875 1348.4
2.875–3.125 1528.8
3.125–3.375 1687.0
3.375–3.625 1746.6
3.625–3.875 1760.6
3.875–4.125 1719.3
4.125–4.375 1617.6
4.375–4.625 1466.5
4.625–4.875 1309.3
4.875–5.125 1203.0
5.125–5.375 1105.4
5.375–5.625 976.50
5.625–5.875 852.31
5.875–6.125 713.19
6.125–6.375 573.90
6.375–6.625 463.54
6.625–6.875 368.70
6.875–7.125 274.56
7.125–7.375 190.00
7.375–7.625 132.08
7.625–7.875 92.114
7.875–8.125 56.689
8.125–12 4.0214
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Table 13. Covariance matrix of antineutrino spectrum. Unit: [cm2/fission/MeV ]2×10−92.
The square-roots of the diagonal elements are plotted in Panel A as error bars in Fig. 28 .
ν¯e Energy (MeV)
1.8–
2.125
2.125–
2.375
2.375–
2.625
2.625–
2.875
2.875–
3.125
3.125–
3.375
3.375–
3.625
3.625–
3.875
3.875–
4.125
4.125–
4.375
4.375–
4.625
4.625–
4.875
4.875–
5.125
1.8–2.125 920.6 933.9 731.6 725.7 584.5 543.9 412.8 216.3 171.3 35.29 -49.44 -97.78 -85.43
2.125–2.375 933.9 2471 1377 1317 1095 1049 808.1 473.2 393.9 166.2 23.04 -66.35 -56.99
2.375–2.625 731.6 1377 1550 1601 1467 1483 1249 874.5 726.4 445.6 225.8 71.83 56.24
2.625–2.875 725.7 1317 1601 1931 1838 1880 1673 1263 1048 711.3 409.6 191.3 154.8
2.875–3.125 584.5 1095 1467 1838 2003 2016 1848 1504 1278 950.4 625.6 382.4 324.6
3.125–3.375 543.9 1049 1483 1880 2016 2248 2013 1647 1423 1096 749.4 486.0 419.2
3.375–3.625 412.8 808.1 1249 1673 1848 2013 2077 1718 1487 1227 913.3 658.6 578.4
3.625–3.875 216.3 473.2 874.5 1263 1504 1647 1718 1750 1496 1305 1081 881.9 785.9
3.875–4.125 171.3 393.9 726.4 1048 1278 1423 1487 1496 1512 1293 1088 931.8 847.8
4.125–4.375 35.29 166.2 445.6 711.3 950.4 1096 1227 1305 1293 1354 1144 999.9 918.9
4.375–4.625 -49.44 23.04 225.8 409.6 625.6 749.4 913.3 1081 1088 1144 1179 1029 926.6
4.625–4.875 -97.78 -66.35 71.83 191.3 382.4 486.0 658.6 881.9 931.8 999.9 1029 1058 919.5
4.875–5.125 -85.43 -56.99 56.24 154.8 324.6 419.2 578.4 785.9 847.8 918.9 926.6 919.5 903.5
5.125–5.375 -118.8 -93.59 -4.512 53.22 200.6 284.5 439.7 659.6 737.0 835.8 870.2 860.6 815.7
5.375–5.625 -165.6 -161.1 -99.98 -82.66 44.24 115.1 269.7 511.3 606.8 729.0 802.2 815.2 758.1
5.625–5.875 -190.7 -207.5 -175.5 -190.5 -85.11 -26.42 123.0 375.8 486.9 624.3 721.6 760.3 707.6
5.875–6.125 -184.6 -206.7 -192.7 -226.1 -145.0 -98.79 31.72 265.6 375.1 509.1 610.2 657.4 618.7
6.125–6.375 -143.5 -153.2 -144.9 -177.9 -119.3 -83.83 17.02 201.7 291.3 399.5 482.9 521.4 493.2
6.375–6.625 -134.1 -140.6 -134.7 -172.4 -130.1 -102.7 -21.56 136.0 216.1 312.0 390.2 428.1 405.3
6.625–6.875 -151.2 -166.4 -164.3 -213.0 -183.7 -163.0 -92.45 58.06 138.7 236.0 321.2 366.3 348.1
6.875–7.125 -156.4 -179.1 -178.4 -230.1 -210.7 -195.5 -136.0 -0.5791 74.43 166.3 250.1 296.6 283.5
7.125–7.375 -135.2 -156.4 -154.7 -199.4 -188.0 -177.4 -132.8 -27.01 32.84 107.0 176.5 215.8 207.3
7.375–7.625 -109.3 -125.4 -121.1 -156.0 -149.9 -142.4 -111.2 -33.25 11.71 67.80 121.6 152.4 147.0
7.625–7.875 -85.42 -96.26 -89.62 -116.0 -113.8 -108.7 -88.67 -32.88 0.6093 42.19 83.63 107.3 104.2
7.875–8.125 -55.62 -60.71 -54.14 -71.54 -72.52 -69.60 -59.96 -26.14 -3.979 22.94 51.16 67.04 66.00
8.125–12 -3.999 -4.169 -3.533 -4.848 -5.135 -4.954 -4.530 -2.244 -0.5493 1.444 3.647 4.856 4.865
ν¯e Energy (MeV)
5.125–
5.375
5.375–
5.625
5.625–
5.875
5.875–
6.125
6.125–
6.375
6.375–
6.625
6.625–
6.875
6.875–
7.125
7.125–
7.375
7.375–
7.625
7.625–
7.875
7.875–
8.125
8.125–
12
1.8–2.125 -118.8 -165.6 -190.7 -184.6 -143.5 -134.1 -151.2 -156.4 -135.2 -109.3 -85.42 -55.62 -3.999
2.125–2.375 -93.59 -161.1 -207.5 -206.7 -153.2 -140.6 -166.4 -179.1 -156.4 -125.4 -96.26 -60.71 -4.169
2.375–2.625 -4.512 -99.98 -175.5 -192.7 -144.9 -134.7 -164.3 -178.4 -154.7 -121.1 -89.62 -54.14 -3.533
2.625–2.875 53.22 -82.66 -190.5 -226.1 -177.9 -172.4 -213.0 -230.1 -199.4 -156.0 -116.0 -71.54 -4.848
2.875–3.125 200.6 44.24 -85.11 -145.0 -119.3 -130.1 -183.7 -210.7 -188.0 -149.9 -113.8 -72.52 -5.135
3.125–3.375 284.5 115.1 -26.42 -98.79 -83.83 -102.7 -163.0 -195.5 -177.4 -142.4 -108.7 -69.60 -4.954
3.375–3.625 439.7 269.7 123.0 31.72 17.02 -21.56 -92.45 -136.0 -132.8 -111.2 -88.67 -59.96 -4.530
3.625–3.875 659.6 511.3 375.8 265.6 201.7 136.0 58.06 -0.5791 -27.01 -33.25 -32.88 -26.14 -2.244
3.875–4.125 737.0 606.8 486.9 375.1 291.3 216.1 138.7 74.43 32.84 11.71 0.6093 -3.979 -0.549
4.125–4.375 835.8 729.0 624.3 509.1 399.5 312.0 236.0 166.3 107.0 67.80 42.19 22.94 1.444
4.375–4.625 870.2 802.2 721.6 610.2 482.9 390.2 321.2 250.1 176.5 121.6 83.63 51.16 3.647
4.625–4.875 860.6 815.2 760.3 657.4 521.4 428.1 366.3 296.6 215.8 152.4 107.3 67.04 4.856
4.875–5.125 815.7 758.1 707.6 618.7 493.2 405.3 348.1 283.5 207.3 147.0 104.2 66.00 4.865
5.125–5.375 837.3 766.6 714.6 629.1 506.2 423.0 372.3 310.1 230.8 166.4 120.6 78.65 5.983
5.375–5.625 766.6 790.9 733.1 644.7 516.6 439.2 398.6 339.9 257.0 187.8 138.5 92.10 7.131
5.625–5.875 714.6 733.1 748.5 654.2 519.9 443.6 412.2 359.2 275.4 203.4 152.0 102.7 8.074
5.875–6.125 629.1 644.7 654.2 616.3 484.4 411.8 384.9 340.0 264.0 197.0 148.8 101.9 8.114
6.125–6.375 506.2 516.6 519.9 484.4 923.8 339.8 315.4 277.6 216.2 162.3 123.7 85.79 6.924
6.375–6.625 423.0 439.2 443.6 411.8 339.8 642.7 282.9 249.4 193.7 145.7 113.0 80.87 6.748
6.625–6.875 372.3 398.6 412.2 384.9 315.4 282.9 495.8 251.0 195.6 147.4 116.3 86.13 7.439
6.875–7.125 310.1 339.9 359.2 340.0 277.6 249.4 251.0 352.8 184.1 140.0 110.4 81.07 6.924
7.125–7.375 230.8 257.0 275.4 264.0 216.2 193.7 195.6 184.1 208.0 116.7 90.36 61.83 4.838
7.375–7.625 166.4 187.8 203.4 197.0 162.3 145.7 147.4 140.0 116.7 120.5 71.22 46.29 3.350
7.625–7.875 120.6 138.5 152.0 148.8 123.7 113.0 116.3 110.4 90.36 71.22 249.4 44.56 3.923
7.875–8.125 78.65 92.10 102.7 101.9 85.79 80.87 86.13 81.07 61.83 46.29 44.56 118.9 5.278
8.125–12 5.983 7.131 8.074 8.114 6.924 6.748 7.439 6.924 4.838 3.350 3.923 5.278 3.266
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